REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE
FROM: The Faculty Officers http://facultygovernance.arizona.edu/
DATE: November 5, 2018
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:













We ask you to join us in welcoming Nicola Wolf to the Faculty Center staff. We are delighted to
be working with her.
Chair Summers hosted a town hall on faculty initiatives for diversity and HSI on Friday, October
26. About 50 participants shared out programs and ideas to further the diversity agenda at the
UA. A report and proposed next steps will be shared in the next faculty newsletter. Next
semester’s town hall will center on issues of gender and equity. Who wants to help?
Two distinct policy suggestions are being presented today – one on proactive expectations for
behavior (Our Institutional Commitments) another on reactive measures for disruptive behavior
(Disruptive Behavior Policy).
Vice-Chair Brewer is co-chairing the Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs search with Allison
Vaillancourt, and is continuing to heroically lead work on the Faculty Census and its interaction
with UAccess records.
The first issue of the Faculty Newsletter was published in early October. Chair Summers is
leading production of a second issue, with an eye to providing a version that is more easily
integrated for email delivery and web presentation and sharing. Contributions are welcome!
Faculty officers and faculty center staff have been engaged in planning for the upcoming ABOR
meeting at the UA. Thanks go to all those who are helping ensure that this meeting is
successful.
The Committee on Faculty Membership met to adjudicate a small number of cases in which the
Census of the Faculty cannot accurately determine whether or not an individual meets the
criteria for inclusion in the General Faculty. The Committee utilized information provided for
each individual, as well as UAccess data, to apply the criteria laid out in the Constitution, using
the Guiding Principles adopted by the Faculty Senate in November 2016 and is now in process of
following up with those individuals.

GOALS:







Connect the output of the table discussion on Senators’ goals and priorities from October’s
meeting to a set of ranked priorities for action by Senate over the rest of the academic year.
Integrate the outcomes of the Strategic Planning process in this work and continue to work
collaboratively to meet our objectives (December meeting).
Mobilize faculty who do not participate in shared governance for input on issues of shared
governance.
Broker critical relationships between the faculty and administration in an effort to open
channels for transparency in how we work collaboratively at the University.
Continue to assist in the development, approval and implementation of changes to UHAP
Chapter 7.
Facilitate greater involvement of, and integration with, the work of the Academic Personnel
Policy Committee (APPC), Student Affairs Policy Committee (SAPC) and Research Policy



Committee (RPC) in Senate meetings. Rather than re-iterating APPC, SAPC and RPC goals here,
we ask Senators to refer to the reports provided from those committees.
Bring a set of proposed changes to the Constitution and Bylaws committee for review and
forwarding to Senate. These will include a bylaws modification that would allow Senate
meetings that would fall on a major religious holiday to be rescheduled, among other
recommendations. A plan for converting Constitution and Bylaws updates to html, with a more
open revisions planning process, will also be provided.

To UA trans students, staff, faculty, and community
members:
As a group of trans scholars, we, the Trans Studies Initiative, feel and understand the
weight of the recently leaked proposed changes to federal policy around the definition
of gender. While this is not yet policy, we recognize it as another manifestation of a
politics of devastation by which the Trump administration is intent on eradicating
trans people from public life. This move toward eradication is part of a larger attack
on various vulnerable and disenfranchised communities, as well as those among us
with multiple marginalized identities. Thus, we cannot miss how this latest attack—
nor any that have come before it—have broader impacts across populations, and are
intended to further harm to many of us.
The administration’s stated aim to define gender “on a biological basis that is clear,
grounded in science, objective and administrable” is one that renders the citizenship
of trans and intersex people revocable, and our bodies impossible. The proposed
policy is so demonstrably impracticable that it is clearly not meant to be a policy at
all. Instead, it is yet another terrorizing gesture that the fact of our existence is an
offense. We know better. We also know that while this is a hard moment, it is one in a
series of similar challenges to the humanity of trans and intersex people, and our
many allied oppressed communities, and we know it will likely not be the last.
As trans legal scholar Dean Spade has reminded us, while there are many questions
yet to be answered by the leaked memo regarding policy changes, “even the rumors of
such a policy will be enough to stir increased transphobic action by low-level staff and
bureaucrats at shelters, welfare offices, DMVs, schools and other places where people
have the power to make trans peoples’ lives difficult and dangerous.” We also know,
as various trans activists, scholars, artists, and people have stated, that this sort of
federal threat is not new for us. We have long been targeted by state sponsored
violence, and have remained irrepressible regardless. We have always come together
to forge lives and communities, and have learned from the legacies of trans women of
color, as well as the various interconnected movements for social justice such as the
Disability Rights Movement, the Civil Rights Movement, the Movement for Black
Lives, Trans Queer Pueblo, and Spoken Futures, Inc., how to continue in the face of
adversity. This is a trying time, to be sure, and we will continue to protect, love,
support, and honor each other as trans and intersex people. As Black trans activist
CeCe McDonald has stated, in the midst of state-supported violence such as what we
are experiencing now, it is we who protect each other and keep each other safe.
In the spirit of protecting each other and keeping each other safe, we would like to
remind you of the resources available in our community. Should you feel the need to

reach out, we urge you to do so. Simply put: we care about each of you, and want to
see you thrive. These resources are just one way to ensure you continue to do so:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trans Lifeline (www.translifeline.org): (877) 565.8860
The Trevor Project (https://thetrevorproject.org): (866) 488.7386
Southern Arizona Gender Alliance (www.sagatucson.org): (520) 477.7096
African American Student Affairs (https://aasa.arizona.edu): (520) 621.3419
Asian Pacific American Student Affairs (https://apasa.arizona.edu): (520)
621.3481
Adalberto & Ana Guerrero Student Center (https://chsa.arizona.edu): (520)
621.5627 • Disability Resource Center (https://drc.arizona.edu): (520) 621.3268
Immigrant Student Resource Center (https://eao.arizona.edu/isrc): (520)
626.2300
Institute for LGBT Studies (https://lgbt.arizona.edu): (520) 626.3431
LGBTQ Affairs (https://lgbtq.arizona.edu): (520) 621.7585
Native American Student Affairs (https://nasa.arizona.edu): (520) 621.3835
Women & Gender Resource Center (https://wrc.arizona.edu): (520) 621.4498

Additionally, we find it particularly important to focus energy and resources toward
trans liberation work being done in our local community in Tucson. Should you like
and be able to show your support for local organizations organizing around trans
liberation, we would encourage donating to the following organizations:
•
•
•
•

Camp Born This Way (https://tinyurl.com/yc8dlglw) • Mariposa Sin Fronteras
(https://tinyurl.com/ycgc77en)
Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation (https://tinyurl.com/y7fafgfd) • Southern
Arizona Gender Alliance (https://tinyurl.com/yb868zrd)
Spoken Futures, Inc. (https://tinyurl.com/ybro7s2o) • Thornhill Lopez Center
on 4th (https://tinyurl.com/ycyaomg6)
Trans Queer Pueblo (https://tinyurl.com/y9vramh7)

We know this is a difficult time. We care about you. We are fighting right alongside
of you. Please continue to be safe, and protect and support each other. Our community
is stronger together.
In solidarity,
Francisco Galarte, Assistant Professor, Gender and Women’s Studies
Eva Hayward, Assistant Professor, Gender and Women’s Studies
Yv Nay, Postdoctoral Fellow, Gender and Women’s Studies
Z Nicolazzo, Assistant Professor, Educational Policy Studies and Practice
Eric Plemons, Assistant Professor, Anthropology
Max Strassfeld, Assistant Professor, Religious Studies

Susan Stryker, Associate Professor, Gender and Women’s Studies
TC Tolbert, Lecturer, English and Tucson Poet Laureate
Russell Toomey, Associate Professor, Family Studies and Human Development

24 October 2018
Dear President Robbins,
We, the members of University of Arizona’s LGBTQ community, our Southern Arizona LGBTQ
communities, and our allies, write to you today in solidarity with UA’s transgender community. This
community, which includes students, faculty, staff, and their dependents, currently faces a new and
serious threat. An article published by the New York Times on Sunday, October 21, 2018 revealed
proposed changes in government policy concerning how the federal government will define gender and
allocate/deny resources based on those definitions. These changes, if adopted, would lay the groundwork
to erode and eventually eliminate the civil rights and the legal existence of transgender individuals. This
proposal contributes to an already-heightened atmosphere of fear and uncertainty in the transgender
community, a community that is among the most-marginalized in society.
Already, transgender communities in higher education across the country, and at UA, face significant
challenges. National data shows that transphobia on campus means transgender students are at
heightened risk of isolation, suicidal ideation, smoking, drinking, and other drug use. At UA
specifically, our Annual Health and Wellness survey reveal that LGBTQ students report experiencing
significantly more stress and mental health issues than their non-LGBTQ counterparts. From the 2016
survey, we learned that they are three times more likely to indicate that anxiety or depression made it
very difficult to work, study, go to class, or get along with others. Well over half of all LGBTQ survey
respondents reported struggling with the basic aspects of an engaged student life. Black, Latinx,
Undocumented, Two-spirit, and our transgender students with disabilities face added challenges
resulting from the intersection of their identities in multiple marginalized communities.
Additionally, on the same survey, LGBTQ students report experiencing significantly more violence than
their non-LGBTQ counterparts, including two times more bullying, three times more hate
crimes/discrimination, two times more physical assaults, and two times more sexual assaults. These
numbers are higher still for black transgender and two-spirit students. Our findings resonate with the
Association of American Universities (AAU) finding that trans and gender nonconforming
undergraduate students (24%) and graduate students (15.5%) experience sexual violence and coercion.
These numbers are higher than for cisgender women. Relatedly, 75% of TGNC (transgender and gender
nonconforming) students said they have experienced sexual harassment and estimates are that 50% of
trans people will experience sexual violence in their lifetimes, especially trans women and trans women
of color.
In a Listening Session held by the LGBTQ Community Council in 2017, UA transgender and nonbinary students reported that they hear transphobic—and sometimes violently so—comments—and that
UA faculty are either not addressing these comments or are sometimes encouraging them with laughter.
Transgender, non-binary, and two-spirit students frequently find themselves misgendered by professors
and staff, as well as enduring harassment from fellow students. We have attached a document to this

letter that details some of these issues in more depth, so that you may better understand the climate for
our transgender students and colleagues.
We call upon you to speak to the university and assure the transgender community on campus that the
university remains committed to a policy that recognizes and affirms their gender identity regardless of
any redefinition at the federal level. As the president of the university, your voice can help reassure the
community that you, and the university, stand with them and will not allow them to be erased from
society. The absence of a statement reassuring the community of the university’s commitment to
recognizing the personal gender identity of students, faculty, and staff would communicate powerfully
to the same community that the university is not the safe, inclusive environment that it proclaims itself
to be. We implore you to not remain silent on this issue. The transgender population at your university
needs to hear from you.
We respectfully ask the you release a statement to the university community by October 31.
Sincerely,
Andrea Carmichael, (she/her/hers), Chair, LGBTQ Community Council
Teresa Graham Brett (she/her/hers), Assistant Vice Provost for Inclusion and Multicultural Engagement
Sarah Gonzales (she/ her/ hers), Assistant Director, Outreach and Education
Jennifer Hoefle Olson (she/her/hers), Director for LGBTQ Affairs
Corrie Brinley, (she/her/hers), Co-Chair, OUTReach
Kenneth Importante (he/ him/ his), Director for Asian Pacific American Student Affairs
Jill Koyama (she/her/hers), Director, Institute for LGBT Studies
Yoleidy Rosario (Ze/ Zir/ Zirs), Director of Women and Gender Resource Center
Rachelle Simpson (she/ her/ hers), Interim Director for Native American Student Affairs
Elizabeth "Liz" Soltero (she/ her/ hers), Director for Adalberto & Ana Guerrero Student Center
Kimberly (KC) Williams (she/ her/ hers & they/them/theirs), Director for African American
Student Affairs
Danthai Xayaphanh (he/ him/ his), Director, Global Experiential Learning and Engagement
Natalynn Masters (she/her/hers), President of the Associated Students of the University of Arizona
(ASUA)
Nikki Mastrud (they/them/theirs), Executive Diversity Director Associated Students of the University of
Arizona (ASUA)
Lexy Reyelts (she/her/hers or they/them theirs), Co-Director for Pride Alliance
Dante Salas (he/him/his or they/them theirs), Co-Director for Pride Alliance
Scott Blades, Member UA LGBTQ Community Council
Organizations
Black Student Union
African American Student Affairs’ Queer Trans Black People (QTBP)
Black Student Union
Pride Alliance
Out in Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (oSTEM)
PFLAG Tucson
Tucson GLBT Chamber of Commerce

REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE
FROM: Research Policy Committee
DATE: November 5, 2018
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
We have scheduled a November 19th appointment with Neal Armstrong and Kim Ogden regarding the
University’s core facilities. Documents have traded hands.

GOALS:
Work with VPR office to ensure joint governance and robust administration of core facilities.

REPORT TO FACULTY SENATE
FROM: Academic Personnel Policy Committee
DATE: November 5, 2018
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Reviewed and provided feedback on Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace, a proposed substantive
change to the Workplace Violence Policy
Reviewed and provided feedback on UCAP’s Research Scientist/Support Staff Distinction

GOALS:
Review changes to Postdoc Vacation Policy
Provide input to Government and Community Relations team on Chicago Principles, the University of
Chicago’s statement on free expression that is being adopted by universities nationwide.
Review and provide feedback on “Our Professional Commitments,” a set of guidelines for members of
the University of Arizona community.

Proposal for a University Awards Committee
v. 4
As of October 25, 2018
Background
National recognition of the University of Arizona’s faculty excellence often occurs through the receipt of
highly-prestigious and prestigious awards. While these awards can provide monetary support for the
recipient, the award helps elevate the distinction and national rankings of the institution. Faculty awards are
used as benchmarks for faculty excellence and accomplishment by the National Research Council and the
Center for Measuring University Performance. In addition, the Association of American Universities considers
faculty awards, fellowships, and memberships as one of the Phase I indicators for membership.
Recommendation
To support UA’s faculty in the pursuit of honors and awards at multiple levels and ultimately nomination of
faculty to the National Academies, a University-wide Awards Committee is recommended.
Suggested Mission Statement
The purpose of this General Faculty committee is to advance UA faculty by systematically ensuring
institutional nominations of faculty for prestigious and highly prestigious awards that will raise the profile of
UA and its faculty. The committee will also provide recommendations for recognition activities and events
associated with faculty receipt of the prestigious and highly prestigious awards.
To advance institutional nominations, the committee will:
• Promote a campus culture of recognizing faculty and provide advice on practices that would
streamline the nomination and recognition process.
• Recommend nominees for external awards, focusing on prestigious and highly prestigious awards in
different fields. The award nominations that the Committee might focus on include, but are not
limited to:
o Nomination for membership in
▪ National Academies: Sciences, Engineering, Medicine
▪ National Academy of Education
▪ National Academy of Inventors
o Election as an AAAS Fellow, American Philosophical Fellow, MacArthur Foundation
Fellowship, Guggenheim Fellow
o Pulitzer Prize, National Medal of Science, National Medal of Technology, National Medal
of Arts, National Humanities Medal, NSF Vannevar Bush Award, NSF Alan T. Waterman
Award, or MacArthur Foundation Fellowship (aka Genius Grant)
o Tang Prize, Grawemeyer Foundation Awards, Templeton Prize
Suggested Membership
The Committee is a General Faculty Committee appointed by the Chair of the Faculty under the powers
granted that officer in the UA Constitution and Bylaws of the General Faculty, Article V, section 6 (which does
not require that all General Faculty committees include only members of the General Faculty). The
committee will elect a Chair annually, who will be a committee member and a member of the General
Faculty. All appointments should include considerations of field balance, gender and ethnic diversity, and
general knowledge of prestigious awards. The regular membership of the committee shall consist of:
• Fourteen members of the General Faculty, with preference given to faculty who are Regents
Professors, Distinguished Professors, and/or who have received highly prestigious awards.
• One representative of the UA Office of the Provost

•
•

One representative of the UA Foundation, Ex officio non-voting
The committee will be staffed by one representative of Research Development Services (RDS), nonvoting.
General Faculty members are appointed for two-year renewable terms. The other members serve for oneyear renewable terms as decided by the offices they represent. If other groups wish representation, they
may request it through the Chair of the Faculty, and the Committee Chair will discuss the matter with the
Committee, which will make a recommendation.
Committee members who are under consideration for nomination for one of the Committee-considered
awards, will recuse themselves from the discussion and voting.
Suggested Meeting Schedule
Quarterly meetings are recommended. Zoom meetings, or another form of e-meetings will be encouraged,
and all other communications will be by e-mail.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE SYLLABUS POLICY
Initially approved by the Faculty Senate, 1/25/16
Separation and clarification of Expected Learning Outcomes and Course Objectives
proposed by CAAC, 9/26/17; approved by Curriculum/ Policies Subcommittee, 11/1/17;
Undergraduate Council, 11/7/17; CAAC, 8/28/18; Provost’s Council, 10/8/18.
The distribution of a course information sheet or syllabus is required for all University
undergraduate courses¹. The syllabus is a statement of intent and schedule of topics/activities
that serves as an implicit agreement between the instructor and students. It must be distributed
(either as a hard copy or online) during the first week of classes, and an electronic copy,
available to students, must be retained by the department office. By policy, the following
information must be provided:
Required Items
1. Instructor(s) and contact
information
2. Instructor’s availability

3. Course objectives
4. Expected learning
outcomes

5. Absence and class
participation policies

6.

Required texts or
readings
7.
Required or special
materials
8.
Required examinations
and papers
9.
Required extracurricular
activities
10. Final Examination or
Project

11. Grading scale and grade
policies

Explanation
List names (including GTAs), office/room numbers, telephone
numbers, email addresses
In-person courses: give office hours or explain the “open-door”
policy;
Online courses: clarify the instructor’s response time to
questions (e.g., 24 hours)
List what the instructor plans to cover in the course; the
objectives should align with the Course Catalog description.
List what the student should learn or be able to do upon
completing the course. Learning outcomes should be stated in
measurable terms and should be aligned with the learning
outcomes for the program (e.g., Major, Minor, General
Education).
In-person courses: State the class absence policies, as well
as UA policies on the following kinds of excused absences:
• Absences for any sincerely held religious belief,
observance or practice will be accommodated where
reasonable, http://policy.arizona.edu/humanresources/religious-accommodation-policy.
• Absences pre-approved by the UA Dean of Students (or
Dean’s designee) will be honored.
Online courses: State the class participation policies—what
constitutes participation and how that will be evaluated.
List both required and recommended texts and readings, and
where to locate those readings.
List special tools or supplies that are needed (e.g., zip disks,
drafting tools).
Specify the number of quizzes, examinations and papers.
Explain field trips, service learning activities, etc., with the
expected time commitment.
Identify the date and time of the final exam (or project due
date), with links to the Final Exam Regulations,
http://registrar.arizona.edu/courses/final-examinationregulations-andinformation?audience=students&cat1=10&cat2=31, and Final
Exam Schedule,
http://www.registrar.arizona.edu/schedules/finals.htm.
Specify in detail the methods of evaluation, how those methods
factor into the final grade, and the scale used to determine final

12. Classroom behavior
policy
13. Threatening behavior
policy

14. Academic integrity policy

15. Nondiscrimination and
anti-harassment policy
16. Accommodations for
students with disabilities
17. Schedule of topics and
activities
18. Subject to Change
Statement

Sample Syllabus Templates

grades. State how late assignments and extra credit
opportunities, if any, will be handled.
Present policies to foster a positive learning environment,
including use of cell phones, mobile devices, etc.
State the UA Threatening Behavior by Students Policy, which
prohibits threats of physical harm to any member of the
University community, http://policy.arizona.edu/education-andstudent-affairs/threatening-behavior-students.
State the Student Code of Academic Integrity that prohibits
plagiarism, http://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/policies-andcodes/code-academic-integrity.
State the University Policy 200E on prohibited behaviors,
http://policy.arizona.edu/human-resources/nondiscriminationand-anti-harassment-policy.
Include the statement for reasonable accommodations
provided by the Disability Resources Center,
http://drc.arizona.edu/instructors/syllabus-statement.
Present the weekly/daily schedule, including assignment due
dates and exam dates.
Include a statement indicating that the information contained in
the course syllabus, other than the grade and absence policies,
may be subject to change with reasonable advance notice, as
deemed appropriate by the instructor.
Undergraduate Course Syllabus Template for in-person
classes (separate attachment) – this template includes the
required topics listed above, using the recommended
language, along with recommended (but optional) topics that
may be added if appropriate for an in-person course.
Undergraduate Course Syllabus Template for hybrid and
fully-online classes (TBA)

¹For co-convened 400/500-level classes, the instructor may use a single syllabus for the jointly
convened class or separate syllabi for the graduate and undergraduate offerings. If a single syllabus is
used, it must meet the requirements of both the Undergraduate and Graduate Syllabus Policies and must
clearly distinguish between graduate and undergraduate requirements and workload expectations.

Effective Term: Summer and Fall 2016 for all undergraduate courses; revisions effective for
Spring 2019.

UNDERGRADUATE SYLLABUS TEMPLATE
Course Number & Title
Location and Times

Proposed revisions to Course Objectives/Expected Learning Outcomes, Absence/Class Participation
Policy, and Accessibility/Accommodations by the Curriculum/Policies Subcommittee, 10/24/17; approved
by Undergraduate Council, 11/7/17; revised & approved by College Academic Administrators Council, 9/25/18;
by Provost’s Council, 10/8/18.

Description of Course (recommended)
Short and concise, giving enough detail to be useful

Course Prerequisites or Co-requisites (recommended)
List all course prerequisites and any courses that must be taken simultaneously with this course.

Instructor and Contact Information (required)
Instructor name, office location, telephone number, e-mail address
Office Hours/“Open Door Policy”
Teaching assistants (if applicable) and their contact information and office hours (if applicable)
Web information, including course home page, instructor home page, and D2L information

Course Format and Teaching Methods (recommended)
Lecture only, lecture and lab combination, seminar, studio, small-group activities or group
projects, experiential or service-learning, in-class discussion, web-delivered content or
assessment, etc.

Course Objectives (required)
What does the instructor/department expect the student to accomplish?
Relate objectives and outcomes to General Catalog description and class topics.
Course objectives describe what the instructor plans to cover in the course. The objectives
should be related to the Course Catalog description and the scheduled topics.

Expected Learning Outcomes (required)
State intended learning outcomes in measurable terms.
Courses included in a major or minor should link course learning outcomes to undergraduate
program assessments listed for the program. Learning outcomes describe what a student should
know or be able to do upon completing the course, based on knowledge/skills gained. Outcomes
are stated in measurable terms and should be aligned with the learning outcomes for the
program (e.g., Major, Minor, General Education). Resources:
• OIA learning outcome guide
• OIA program outcomes
• Resource from San Francisco State University

Absence and Class Participation Policy (required)
Required language: The UA’s policy concerning Class Attendance, Participation, and
Administrative Drops is available at: http://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/class-attendanceparticipation-and-administrative-drop
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Required language: The UA policy regarding absences for any sincerely held religious belief,
observance or practice will be accommodated where reasonable,
http://policy.arizona.edu/human-resources/religious-accommodation-policy.
Required language: Absences pre-approved by the UA Dean of Students (or Dean Designee)
will be honored. See: https://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/absences
Recommended language: [This may be edited to fit a particular course. Note, however, that faculty may

not require students to provide documentation of health-related issues in order to have an absence excused.]
Participating in the course and attending lectures and other course events are vital to the
learning process. As such, attendance is required at all lectures and discussion section meetings.
Students who miss class due to illness or emergency are required to bring documentation from
their health-care provider or other relevant, professional third parties. Failure to submit thirdparty documentation will result in unexcused absences. Absences may affect a student’s final
course grade. If you anticipate being absent, are unexpectedly absent, or are unable to
participate in class online activities, please contact me as soon as possible. To request a
disability-related accommodation to this attendance policy, please contact the Disability Resource
Center at (520) 621-3268 or drc-info@email.arizona.edu. If you are experiencing unexpected
barriers to your success in your courses, the Dean of Students Office is a central support
resource for all students and may be helpful. The Dean of Students Office is located in the Robert
L. Nugent Building, room 100, or call 520-621-7057.

Makeup Policy for Students Who Register Late (recommended)
Statement on whether students who register after the first class meeting may make up missed
assignments/quizzes and the deadline for doing so

Course Communications (recommended)
Means by which online communication will be conducted (e.g., official UA e-mail address, D2L)

Required Texts or Readings (required)
List both required and recommended texts, books, articles, etc.; delineate required versus
optional.
Availability: purchased, library reserve, or class handouts and D2L

Required or Special Materials (required, if applicable)
Special tools or supplies needed: graphing calculator, thumb drives, drafting tools, etc.

Required Extracurricular Activities (required, if any)
Explain field trips, service-learning projects, etc., with the expected time commitment.

Assignments and Examinations: Schedule/Due Dates (required)
Number of required papers and assignments, with description
Number of quizzes and exams
Recommended language: Policy on revision and resubmission of assigned papers, with
appropriate deadlines.

Final Examination or Project (required)
The date and time of the final exam or project, along with links to the Final Exam Regulations,
https://www.registrar.arizona.edu/courses/final-examination-regulations-and-information, and
Final Exam Schedule, http://www.registrar.arizona.edu/schedules/finals.htm
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Grading Scale and Policies (required)
Specify the grade distribution for the course. University policy regarding grades and grading
systems is available at http://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/grades-and-grading-system
Provide a detailed explanation of the methods of evaluation and how the final grade will be
calculated, including components/assignments, weightings, evaluation criteria, explanation of
how late work will be graded, and description of extra-credit opportunities.
If the course is a 400/500: Include a grading scale (as per above) that is specific to graduate
students. Also include a description of how the experiences of undergraduate and graduate
students will be differentiated in addition to information on how this requirement/experience
figures in the grading scheme.
Requests for incomplete (I) or withdrawal (W) must be made in accordance with University
policies, which are available at http://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/grades-and-gradingsystem#incomplete and http://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/grades-and-gradingsystem#Withdrawal respectively.
Dispute of Grade Policy (recommended): Provide the acceptable time period for disputing a
grade on a paper, project, or exam.

Honors Credit (recommended, if applicable)
Recommended language: Students wishing to contract this course for Honors Credit should email
me to set up an appointment to discuss the terms of the contract. Information on Honors
Contracts can be found at https://www.honors.arizona.edu/honors-contracts.

Scheduled Topics/Activities (required)
List topics in logical units in a weekly/daily schedule, including assignment due dates and exam
dates.

Bibliography (recommended)
Current research and/or writings, along with access and availability

Classroom Behavior Policy (required)
Recommended language: To foster a positive learning environment, students and instructors
have a shared responsibility. We want a safe, welcoming, and inclusive environment where all of
us feel comfortable with each other and where we can challenge ourselves to succeed. To that
end, our focus is on the tasks at hand and not on extraneous activities (e.g., texting, chatting,
reading a newspaper, making phone calls, web surfing, etc.).
Additional recommendations depending on instructor preferences: Students are asked to refrain
from disruptive conversations with people sitting around them during lecture. Students observed
engaging in disruptive activity will be asked to cease this behavior. Those who continue to
disrupt the class will be asked to leave lecture or discussion and may be reported to the Dean of
Students.
Alternate language for those who want to restrict computers and laptops to an area of the
classroom: Some learning styles are best served by using personal electronics, such as laptops
and iPads. These devices can be distracting to other learners. Therefore, students who prefer to
use electronic devices for note-taking during lecture should use one side of the classroom.
Alternate recommended language for those who do not wish to permit laptops in the classroom:
The use of personal electronics such as laptops, iPads, and other such mobile devices is
distracting to the other students and the instructor. Their use can degrade the learning
environment. Therefore, students are not permitted to use these devices during the class period.
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Threatening Behavior Policy (required)
Required language: The UA Threatening Behavior by Students Policy prohibits threats of
physical harm to any member of the University community, including to oneself. See
http://policy.arizona.edu/education-and-student-affairs/threatening-behavior-students.

Notification of Objectionable Materials (recommended)
Recommended language, if applicable: This course will contain material of a mature nature,
which may include explicit language, depictions of nudity, sexual situations, and/or violence. The
instructor will provide advance notice when such materials will be used. Students are not
automatically excused from interacting with such materials, but they are encouraged to speak
with the instructor to voice concerns and to provide feedback.

Accessibility and Accommodations (required)
Recommended language is provided on the Disability Resource Center website:
http://drc.arizona.edu/instructors/syllabus-statement.

Code of Academic Integrity (required)
Required language: Students are encouraged to share intellectual views and discuss freely the
principles and applications of course materials. However, graded work/exercises must be the
product of independent effort unless otherwise instructed. Students are expected to adhere to
the UA Code of Academic Integrity as described in the UA General Catalog. See:
http://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/academic-integrity/students/academic-integrity.
Recommended language: The University Libraries have some excellent tips for avoiding
plagiarism, available at http://new.library.arizona.edu/research/citing/plagiarism.
Recommended language: Selling class notes and/or other course materials to other students or
to a third party for resale is not permitted without the instructor’s express written consent.
Violations to this and other course rules are subject to the Code of Academic Integrity and may
result in course sanctions. Additionally, students who use D2L or UA e-mail to sell or buy these
copyrighted materials are subject to Code of Conduct Violations for misuse of student e-mail
addresses. This conduct may also constitute copyright infringement.

UA Nondiscrimination and Anti-harassment Policy (required)
Required language: The University is committed to creating and maintaining an environment
free of discrimination; see http://policy.arizona.edu/human-resources/nondiscrimination-andanti-harassment-policy
Recommended language: Our classroom is a place where everyone is encouraged to express
well-formed opinions and their reasons for those opinions. We also want to create a tolerant and
open environment where such opinions can be expressed without resorting to bullying or
discrimination of others.

Additional Resources for Students (recommended links)
UA Academic policies and procedures are available at http://catalog.arizona.edu/policies
Student Assistance and Advocacy information is available at
http://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/student-assistance/students/student-assistance

Confidentiality of Student Records (recommended)
http://www.registrar.arizona.edu/personal-information/family-educational-rights-and-privacyact-1974-ferpa?topic=ferpa
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Subject to Change Statement (required)
Required language: Information contained in the course syllabus, other than the grade and
absence policy, may be subject to change with advance notice, as deemed appropriate by the
instructor.
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Executive Summary
Request for Authorization to Implement Undergraduate Minor in Recreation and Sport in
Communities, Parks and Schools
Requested by
CIP Code

Department of Teaching, Learning & Sociocultural Studies, College of Education
31.9999 Parks, Recreation, Leisure, and Fitness Studies, Other

Purpose of Program

Students in the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor
will learn important theory and socio-cultural context, as well as gain applied
skills in programming and administration. This will prepare students to provide
quality, inclusive, accessible, recreation experiences and services in a widevariety of public and nonprofit settings, such as municipal parks and recreation
agencies, middle and high school athletic departments, after-school and out-ofschool youth mentoring programs, university campus recreation, community
sports, youth camps, and state and national parks.
The proposed minor provides necessary foundational knowledge and skills in
the minor core, while providing flexibility for students to tailor their curriculum
to fit their professional and academic interests and goals.
The minor requires 18 units.
Students who have completed the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks
and Schools minor will demonstrate success in meeting the following learning
outcomes:
1. Develop a personal philosophy of recreation that integrates the
philosophical, ethical, historical, social, and cultural foundations of leisure as
they pertain to personal and professional interests.
2. Examine important administration, leadership and management principles
and practices for public and non-profit agencies providing recreation facilities,
programs, and services.
3. Apply knowledge about event planning and recreation programming
theories and techniques through the development and execution of a unique
event or program.
4. Reflect on the sociocultural context of sports in the United States and
analyze the role of sport in school and community settings.
5. Justify social justice principles and considerations for underrepresented and
underserved populations in recreation and sport contexts.
6. Demonstrate abilities to think critically, communicate effectively in written
and oral formats, and work in groups successfully.

5-year projected annual enrollment

Source(s) of Funding

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

5th year

25

50

75

100

125

Continuing sources:
-UG RCM Revenue
-UA Online Revenues
One-time sources:
-Institutional Strategic Investment
-No additional faculty anticipated
-No additional support staff anticipated

Approvals:
ABOR
Undergraduate Council
Graduate Council
CAAC
Provost’s Council
Faculty Senate

N/A
10/9/18
N/A
8/25/18
10/15/18

New Academic Program Workflow Form
General
Proposed Name: Recreation and Sport
Transaction Nbr: 00000000000006
Plan Type: Minor
Academic Career: Undergraduate
Degree Offered:
Do you want to offer a minor? N
Anticipated 1st Admission Term: Sprg 2019

Details
Department(s):

EDUC
DEPTMNT ID
3222

DEPARTMENT NAME
Teaching, Learning and Sociocultural Studies

HOST
Y

Campus(es):

MAIN
LOCATION
TUCSON

DESCRIPTION
Tucson

ONLN
LOCATION
ONLN

DESCRIPTION
UA Online

Admission application terms for this plan: Spring: Y Summer: Y Fall: Y
Plan admission types:
Freshman: Y Transfer: Y Readmit: Y Graduate: N
Non Degree Certificate (UCRT only): N

Other (For Community Campus specifics): N

Plan Taxonomy: 31.9999, Parks, Recreation, Leisure, and Fitness Studies,
Other.
Program Length Type: Program Length Value: 0.00
Report as NSC Program:
SULA Special Program:
Print Option:
Diploma: Y Minor: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and
Schools
Transcript: Y Minor: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and
Schools
Conditions for Admission/Declaration for this Major:
None
Requirements for Accreditation:
N/A

Program Comparisons
University Appropriateness
This program clearly meets the current Mission Statement of the University of
Arizona which is: "To improve life and economic impact for the people of Arizona
and beyond through education, research, creative expression, and community
engagement."
The program of study also compliments the following components of the College
of Education mission statement as well:
-Prepare persons for professional roles in education and education-related fields.
-Provide service and support to local, state, national, and international
educational agencies.
This program will help the College of Education achieve one of it's goals to
"partner with colleagues across campus, in the education and business sectors,
and government and nonprofit agencies to leverage resources to make a
difference."
As mentioned in the purpose and nature of the program: It is widely documented
and understood that students in the U.S. educational system routinely receive
vastly different learning opportunities based on their socio-economic status.

There are well-known disparities in funding, teacher quality, curriculum, and class
sizes. These inequities are often exacerbated by unequal access to high quality
after-school programming, extracurriculars, and summer activities. This ¿out-ofschool¿ issue may receive less attention from education advocates, but research
shows some of our most powerful learning and developmental experiences
happen while playing a sport, when exploring in nature, and at the theater or
museum (to name a few). In fact, regular and prolonged engagement in high
quality extracurricular activities has been strongly correlated with academic and
professional achievement, as well as positive physical and mental health
outcomes.
Despite some obvious connections to education, academic Recreation
Departments are housed in varying university Colleges across the country,
because of the interdisciplinary nature and wide foci of curricula. This includes
schools of Business, Social Sciences, and Public Health, among others.
However, many (if not, most) recreation-related departments and programs are
housed within Colleges of Education. Some examples nation-wide include:
-Chicago State University: Recreation Program
-Ohio University: Recreation Studies, Coaching Education, Recreation & Sport
Pedagogy
-Radford University: Recreation, Parks & Tourism Department
-University of Arkansas: Recreation and Sport Management
-University of Idaho: Recreation, Sport and Tourism Management
-Western Carolina University: Parks and Recreation Management Program
-Central Michigan University: Recreation, Parks, and Leisure Administration
-East Tennessee State University: Park and Recreation Management
concentration
-Pittsburgh State University: Health, Human Performance and Recreation
-State University of New York (various locations): Recreation, Parks and Leisure
Studies
-California State Chico: Recreation, Hospitality and Parks Management
Lastly, it is worth mentioning the extensive iCourse options for on-campus
students will allow for flexible scheduling. This is particularly important and
attractive for student-athletes, as well as students who are working, have
families, etc.
Arizona University System
NBR
1

2

3

PROGRAM
Parks &
Recreation
Management
Parks &
Recreation
Management
Community

DEGREE
BA

#STDNTS
300

LOCATION
Northern Arizona
Univeristy

ACCRDT
Y

BS

48

Arizona State
University

Y

BS

60

Arizona State

Y

NBR

PROGRAM
DEGREE
Sports
Management

#STDNTS

LOCATION
University

ACCRDT

Peer Comparison
The proposed UA program will be comparable to, albeit less business-oriented
than, the existing programs at Penn State University and the University of Iowa.
Students will still learn broad knowledge and skills necessary to move into entrylevel positions in the recreation and sport field. Additionally, students will be able
to tailor their minor curriculum to more specific professional and academic areas
of interest, including athletics, physical activity, and/or the outdoors.
The proposed UA program will be comparable to the Parks and Recreation
Management minor Northern Arizona University, but offer more flexibility with
electives, rather than all required courses. The proposed minor will also be
comparable to two minors at Arizona State University: (1) Recreation
Management and (2) Community Sports Management. However, the UA minor
will be flexible enough to capture both of these foci into one program.
As the attached peer institution comparison chart shows, the proposed core
courses are quite similar to Penn State's Recreation, Park, and Tourism
Management minor curriculum (with the exception of a required marketing
course). This includes content that covers leisure and society,
leadership/administration, as well as programming and event planning. The
University of Iowa's minor in Recreation and Sport Management allows students
to choose all their courses from their department's offerings (many of which are
similar to the proposed courses at UA). This proposed UA minor will provide
necessary foundational knowledge and skills in the core, while still providing
some flexibility for students to tailor their curriculum to fit their professional and
academic interests and goals.
The second attached comparison chart that looks at the Northern Arizona and
Arizona State programs shows the proposed core curriculum is similar in that it
includes a foundations and theory course, leadership or administration course,
and programming course. However, the proposed UA program also provides
more flexibility for students who are interested in recreational sport and outdoor
recreation/education.

Faculty & Resources
Faculty
Current Faculty:
INSTR ID
06901736

NAME
Howard
Gimblett

DEPT RANK
1239 Professor

DEGREE
Doctor of
Philosophy

FCLTY/%
.01

INSTR ID
08009940

DEPT RANK
3004 Assoc. Prof

12109401

NAME
Lehman
Benson
Mark Jenks

22057157

Derek Martin

0418

Assoc. Prof.
Pract.
Lecturer

22063580

Jill Williams

3008

Assit. Prof

22067142

Matthew
Ostermeyer
Brandon
Harris

3222

Assit. Prof.
Pract.
Assit. Prof.
Pract.

22078679

3222

3222

DEGREE
Doctor of
Philosophy
Master of
Education
Doctor of
Philosophy
Doctor of
Philosophy
Doctor of
Philosophy
Doctor of
Philosophy

FCLTY/%
.01
.33
.02
.01
.50
.75

Additional Faculty:
None. Existing faculty will be utilized.
Current Student & Faculty FTE
DEPARTMENT
3222

UGRD HEAD COUNT
578

GRAD HEAD COUNT
234

FACULTY FTE
34.75

Projected Student & Faculty FTE
UGRD HEAD COUNT

DEPT YR 1
3222 584

YR 2
590

YR 3
595

GRAD HEAD COUNT

FACULTY FTE

YR 1
235

YR 1
35.25

YR 2
237

YR 3
238

YR 2
36.50

YR 3
37.00

Library
Acquisitions Needed:
None
Physical Facilities & Equipment
Existing Physical Facilities:
Facilities and equipment are adequate at this time. Additionally, many of
these courses will be online and not require physical space.
Additional Facilities Required & Anticipated:
None
Other Support
Other Support Currently Available:
There are support staff in the main department of Teaching, Learning and
Sociocultural Studies who are available when needed.

Other Support Needed over the Next Three Years:
None anticipated at this time.
Comments During Approval Process

4/19/2018 9:35 AM
OSTERMEYER
Comments
Full minor title: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools

5/10/2018 4:35 PM
WDOYLE
Comments
Approved.

5/11/2018 9:32 AM
RTCLIFT
Comments
Approved.

5/11/2018 9:59 AM
VDELCASINO
Comments
Approved.

6/4/2018 4:26 PM
MARTINMARQUEZ
Comments
Uploaded updated additional info doc and comparison charts.

6/5/2018 9:27 AM
MARTINMARQUEZ
Comments
Uploaded updated additional information doc with the survey questions and results
attached to end. Deleted prior comparison charts leaving the 6_4_18 version that
included the double dipping restriction requested by the dept.

6/13/2018 2:44 PM
MARTINMARQUEZ
Comments
Uploaded campus rec letter of support.

7/23/2018 12:15 PM
MARTINMARQUEZ
Comments
Uploaded letter of support from City of Tucson Parks and Rec Dept.

NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAM
(MAJORS AND MINORS ONLY) –ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FORM
I.

PURPOSE AND NATURE OF PROGRAM

Well-documented educational inequities in the United States are often exacerbated by unequal
access to high quality after-school programming, extracurriculars, and summer activities. This
“out-of-school” issue may receive less attention from education advocates, but research shows
some of our most powerful learning and developmental experiences happen while playing a
sport, when exploring nature and parks, as well as at the theater or museum (to name just a
few alternative settings). In fact, regular and prolonged engagement in meaningful
extracurricular activities has been strongly correlated with academic and professional
achievement.
Recreation activities and sport participation do not just offer opportunities for informal learning
and healthy development. They also enhance the quality of life for individuals of all ages,
providing countless personal and social benefits. Additionally, recreation and sport have the
potential to instill pro-social values and environmental consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor will learn
important theory and socio-cultural context, as well as gain applied skills in programming and
administration. This will prepare students to provide quality, inclusive, accessible, recreation
experiences and services in a wide-variety of public and nonprofit settings, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal parks and recreation agencies
Middle and high school athletic departments
After-school and out-of-school youth mentoring programs
University campus recreation
Community sports
Youth camps
State and national parks

The employment outlook in the field of recreation and sport is very bright. Job opportunities
within the recreation and recreational/amateur sport fields continue to be strong, as the
Department of Labor projects these professions will be some of the fastest growing job
opportunities in the near future.
This curriculum will compliment a variety of related majors, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
II.

Literacy, Learning & Leadership
Business Administration or Business Management
Family Studies and Human Development
Public Management and Policy
Care, Health & Society
Natural Resources and Geosciences
Other social science and humanities majors
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Required Core (9 credits):
• TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in Contemporary Society (3)
• TLS 354 – Leadership and Supervision in Recreation, Sport, & Community
Organizations (3)
• TLS 355 - Planning Community Events and Recreation Programs (3)
Core Elective choose (at least) ONE of the following (3 credits):
• TLS 356 - Sport, Adolescents and School (3)
• TLS 358 – Theory and Practice of Coaching (3)
Plus, choose at least TWO of the following elective courses (6 credits minimum):
• TLS 200 - Sustainability and Education (3)
• TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to Explore the Human Body (3)
• TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent Personal and Social Responsibility (3)
• TLS 356 - Sport, Adolescents and School (3)
• TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching (3)
• TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology (3)
• TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity Programming for Diverse & Special Populations (3)
• TLS 393 - Internship (1-6)
o Students may complete multiple internships worth varying amount of credit. Up
to 6 internship credits may be used toward the completion of the minor.
• TLS 431 - Environmental Learning (3)
• TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability (3)
• EDP 314 – Learning in Informal Settings
• RNR 448 - Conservation Planning & Wildland Recreation (3)
• ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop (3)
• MGMT 351 - Sports Administration and Planning (3)
• SOC 302 - Sports and Society (3)
• SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports (3)
Note: no double-dipping permitted between students pursuing the proposed Recreation

and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor and 1) BS in Literacy, Learning, &
Leadership (LLBS) or 2) Minor in Adolescents, Community, and Education (ACEMINU).
As the attached peer institution comparison chart shows, the proposed core courses are quite
similar to Penn State’s Recreation, Park, and Tourism Management minor curriculum (with the
exception of a required marketing course). This includes content that covers leisure and society,
leadership/administration, as well as programming and event planning. The University of Iowa’s
minor in Recreation and Sport Management allows students to choose all their courses from
their department’s offerings (many of which are similar to the proposed courses at UA). This
proposed UA minor will provide necessary foundational knowledge and skills in the core, while
still providing some flexibility for students to tailor their curriculum to fit their professional and
academic interests and goals.
The second attached comparison chart that looks at the Northern Arizona and Arizona State
programs shows the proposed core curriculum is similar in that it includes a foundations and
theory course, leadership or administration course, and programming course. However, the
proposed UA program also provides more flexibility for students who are interested in
recreational sport and outdoor recreation/education.
A. CURRENT COURSES AND EXISTING PROGRAMS
•

•

•

•

TLS 200 – Sustainability and Education (3 credits)
o This course explores the complex web of relationships between environmental,
economic, and social systems. It studies the causes, consequences, and
alternatives related to the exploitation of natural resources, the distribution of
wealth, the consumption of goods and services in society, and its relationship to
formal and non-formal education.
TLS 201 – Using Physical Activity to Explore the Human Body (3 credits)
o This course uses physical activity to understand human biological functioning.
Topics include benefits of physical activity in improving human biological
functioning from the cellular to systems level. An emphasis will be placed on
physiological experiments that influence students’ lives.
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent Personal and Social Responsibility (3 credits)
o This course will provide a model for developing positive social skill development
in adolescent youth utilizing a variety of strategies and physical activities, with an
emphasis on team building. An appreciation of the multi-cultural aspects of our
community and how these cultures contribute to the community will be
addressed. Practical application in diverse school and community settings will be
offered.
TLS 355 - Planning Community Events and Recreation Programs (3 credits)
o This course will examine event planning and programming techniques that
broadly apply to a variety of fields (including recreation, sport, education, nonprofit and community sectors) and students will develop related “real-world”

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

skills through the development and execution of their own unique recreational
events.
TLS 356 - Sport, Adolescents and School (3 credits)
o This course will encourage students to think critically about sport in school
settings. It explores a) the economic, political, and socio-cultural forces that
affect sport in schools; b) how sport in schools shapes individual and collective
values; c) how participation in sport during adolescence influences the
development of identity along the lines of gender, class, and race.
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology (3 credits)
o This course explores anatomical and mechanical factors affecting human
movement, particularly in sport and exercise situations.
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity Programming for Diverse and Special Populations (3
credits)
o Theory and methods of inclusive physical activity programming for diverse and
special populations. This course will provide the necessary information,
knowledge and strategies to ensure successful participation on the part of
individuals with disabilities, in a variety of physical activity environments.
Emphasis will be placed on developing a deeper understanding of the disabilities
identified in the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) and in providing students
with the most appropriate methods of making modifications to a variety of
physical activities in order to ensure successful inclusion, as well as, to meet the
abilities, skills and needs of diverse and special populations.
TLS 393 - Internship (1-6 credits)
o Specialized work on an individual basis, consisting of training and practice in
actual service in a technical, business, or governmental establishment.
TLS 431 – Environmental Learning (3 credits)
o Environmental learning helps people better understand, appreciate and live with
the natural world. This course explores approaches to environmental learning,
including earth education, environmental education and ecological literacy, in
schools and informal education settings.
TLS 460 – Education and Sustainability (3 credits)
o This course provides an overview of the theory and practice of environmental
sustainability as it relates to PK-16 schooling. It will explore the ecological design
and construction of educational facilities, landscaping, food services,
consumerism, and the importance of vernacular knowledge. The course will
include a service learning component.
EDP 314 – Learning in Informal Settings (3 credits)
o Learning opportunities are organized in schools and non-school settings such as
museums, after-school clubs, community art centers, theater groups, aquariums,
sports teams, various outdoor settings and new media contexts. Sociocultural
theories of development, as well as place-based & person-centered learning

•

•

•

•

•

theories, will serve as a conceptual framework for exploring these settings and
experiences. Enrolled students will spend 20 hours outside the classroom over
the course of the semester, observing and volunteering in an informal learning
environment that interests them.
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning & Wildland Recreation (3 credits)
o This course will introduce the concepts and techniques used in the growing field
of conservation planning and human use management in wildland recreation
settings with a focus on the sociological dimensions of the recreation experience
and an understanding of the principles, practices, and dilemmas of outdoor
recreation management in natural areas.
ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop (3 credits)
o This workshop-based course is designed to enable UA undergraduates and
graduates students to work in Tucson-area schools helping students and
teachers to undertake the design, construction, planting, harvesting and
preparation of foods from a local school garden. The workshop also involves
preparing or assembling curriculum materials to enable teachers and students to
teach and learn about food production, food histories and geographies, and food
politics.
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration and Planning (3 credits)
o This course covers issues related to the administrative tasks of planning,
managing, budgeting and operating various types of sports programs. Topics
covered include the administration and planning of college and professional
sports programs and the use of budgeting as a management tool. The course
will also include a discussion of the financial, ethical, and safety issues relevant
to operating sports facilities.
SOC 302 - Sports and Society (3 credits)
o This course explores relevant sociological literature and empirical research on
sports as social and cultural phenomena. This class will survey issues on
participation in sports, the meaning of sports, and social inequality.
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports (3 credits)
o This class explores inequality in sports based on race, class and gender. Key
topics include Title IX, sexuality, sports inequality, race/ethnic relations, social
mobility, accessibility and social change.
o

At the University of Arizona, there is an existing Sports Nutrition minor (CALS), as well as a
Sports Management minor (Eller). The proposed new minor would be distinct from these
programs in that the curriculum will be focused on recreational sporting contexts for youth and
in communities; not athletic performance and health (Sports Nutrition) OR professional and big
money sports (Sports Management).

Another UA minor in Natural Resources has focus areas in Conservation Biology, Fisheries
Conservation and Management, Rangeland Ecology and Management, Watershed
Management and Ecohydrology, or Wildlife Conservation and Management. The proposed new
minor will have coursework options that focus more on human dimensions related to outdoor
recreation/education.
B. NEW COURSES NEEDED –
1. TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in Contemporary Society (3 credits)
• This course will comprehensively explore the conceptual foundations of leisure,
recreation, sport and play and the relationships of these ideas to contemporary
professional, environmental, and social problems.
2. TLS 354 - Leadership and Supervision in Recreation, Sport, & Community Organizations
(3 credits)
• This course will survey key administration, leadership and management
principles and practices in public and non-profit agencies providing recreation
programs and services.
3. TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching (3 credits)
• This course will explore the sociocultural context of coaching in the United States
and look at trends in coaching across time. Other topics to be covered include:
(a) coach/athlete relationships, (b) motivational factors, (c) leadership styles, (d)
“off-the-field” matters, (e) preparation, planning and organization, (f) inclusivity
and issues related to diversity, (g) risk management, (h) discipline, and (i) team
captains and team dynamics. Students will develop personal coaching
philosophies and a comprehensive handbook by the end of the semester.
III.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES AND ASSESSMENT—
A. STUDENT OUTCOMES –
1. Develop a personal philosophy of recreation that integrates the philosophical, ethical,
historical, social, and cultural foundations of leisure as they pertain to personal and
professional interests.
2. Examine important administration, leadership and management principles and practices
for public and non-profit agencies providing recreation facilities, programs, and services.
3. Apply knowledge about event planning and recreation programming theories and
techniques through the development and execution of a unique event or program.
4. Reflect on the sociocultural context of sports in the United States and analyze the role of
sport in school and community settings.
5. Justify social justice principles and considerations for underrepresented and
underserved populations in recreation and sport contexts.
6. Demonstrate abilities to think critically, communicate effectively in written and oral
formats, and work in groups successfully.

B. STUDENT ASSESSMENT –
Key assessment items within the core courses will be identified to measure and reflect each
student outcome. Grading data will be aggregated for these key assessment items and used to
demonstrate student success (80% or above, as well as passing) within the program. See the
table on the next page for further details.
1. Develop a personal philosophy of
recreation that integrates the philosophical,
ethical, historical, social, and cultural
foundations of leisure as they pertain to
personal and professional interests.
2. Examine important administration,
leadership and management principles and
practices for public and non-profit agencies
providing recreation facilities, programs, and
services.
3. Apply knowledge about event planning and
recreation programming theories and
techniques through the development and
execution of a unique event or program.
4. Reflect on the sociocultural context of
sports in the United States and analyze the
role of sport in school and community
settings.

TLS 353

Personal philosophy
assignment

Exit Survey

TLS 354

Written assignments
and Quizzes

Exit Survey

TLS 355

Group Program Plans Exit Survey
and Personal
Reflections

TLS 356
TLS 358

Reflection Papers
and Coaching
Philosophies

Exit Survey

5. Justify social justice principles and
considerations for underrepresented and
underserved populations in recreation and
sport contexts.

TLS 353
TLS 354
TLS 355
TLS 356
TLS 358
TLS 355

Writing assignments

Exit Survey

6. Demonstrate abilities to think critically,
communicate effectively in written and oral
formats, and work in groups successfully.

Group Program Plans Exit Survey
and Presentations

Student TCE scores and comments within the courses in the minor will also be monitored. After
students have completed the degree, electronic surveys will be administered to measure
perceptions about the program outcomes, satisfaction levels, as well as post-graduation plans.
Students will also be requested to join a professional development network using Handshake.
IV.

STATE'S NEED FOR THE PROGRAM
A. HOW DOES THIS PROGRAM FULFILL THE NEEDS OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA AND
THE REGION? Include an explanation of the process or source for arriving at all
numbers used in this section

1.
•
•
•
•

•

•

Is there sufficient demand for the program? Provide student data
indicating demand.

We currently have 240 Literacy, Learning and Leadership Majors and 168
Adolescents, Community and Education Minors.
Relevant existing courses related to sport, physical activity, etc. are consistently
full every semester, even with multiple sections (TLS 352, 356, 373).
Approximately 140 students (both online and main campus) in the Bachelor of
General Studies program that use Sports and Society as one of their themes.
According to CATS Academics, there are currently 496 student athletes at the
University of Arizona. CATS Academic administrators and advisors have
repeatedly made it clear there is a demand for a program like this among
student athletes.
We have also garnered support from relevant stakeholders across campus that
agree upon the value of this program, including:
 Amy C. Kimme Hea (kimmehea@email.arizona.edu) Associate Dean,
Academic Affairs & Student Success College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences
 Al Bergesen (albert@email.arizona.edu) - Professor and Head, School of
Sociology (and, by courtesy, Professor of Government and Public Policy,
and Professor of Sociology in the McGuire Center for Entrepreneurship,
Eller School of Management, at the University of Arizona)
 Lehman Benson (lehmanb@email.arizona.edu) - Associate Professor of
Management and Organizations; Executive Director, Sports Management
Program
 Ricardo Valerdi (rvalerdi@email.arizona.edu) - Associate Professor of
Systems + Industrial Engineering; Director, Sports Management Program;
Pac-12 Faculty Athletics Representative
 Jill Williams (jillmwilliams@email.arizona.edu) - Assistant Research Social
Scientist & Director of the Women in Science and Engineering Program,
Southwest Institute for Research on Women
 Sallie Marston (marston@email.arizona.edu) - Director of the
Community and School Garden Program; Professor in the School of
Geography and Development
 Randy Gimblett (gimblett@email.arizona.edu) – Professor in the School
of Natural Resources and the Environment
 Bobbi McKean (bmckean@email.arizona.edu) - Faculty Director, General
Studies; BGS Faculty Liason, Arts, Media, and Entertainment; Associate
Professor, Theatre; Associate Director, Theatre
Letters of support from many of these individuals are included as attachments to
this proposal.

•

An electronic Qualtrics survey was sent to all L3 majors (n=240), ACE minors
(n=160) and students currently enrolled in the general education course, TLS
150B (n=190) to gauge interest in the proposed new minor. Some general
information about the program, including coursework requirements, was
included in the survey to provide context for students. The survey was emailed
to 590 students total with 187 responding for a 32% response rate. The results
demonstrate a strong interest in this proposed program.





•

Overall results:
• 76 students (40.6%) responded: “Definitely! It sounds like
something I would want to do.”
• 76 students (40.6%) responded: “Perhaps. I would consider it
after looking into it more.”
• 33 students (18.7%) responded: “No. It would not be the right fit
for me.”
35 out of the 67 (52%) responding L3 majors said they “definitely”
would be interested in the new minor and another 20 (30%) said they
would “perhaps” be interested.
68 out of 86 (79%) responding TLS 150B students said they would
“definitely” or “perhaps” be interested in the new minor.

An unsolicited email response from a student is also copied here for some
qualitative context (after receiving the Qualtrics survey request and proposed
program information):
Professor Ostermeyer,
My name is Maggie and I took your TLS 356 class last semester and it
was one of my favorite courses at the U of A. I just completed the survey
for the new proposed minor. It sounds AMAZING!!!! I wish I wasn’t
graduating because I would have added this as my minor in a heartbeat
(in addition to ACE). Your class opened my eyes and broadened my
perspective on sport and education, and how important sports are in
learning and developing. I really hope that this minor is accepted,
because it sounds super informative, interesting and worthwhile, not to
mention its importance in the field of education. Please let me know if
you need any other input regarding this minor; I would be delighted to
share my thoughts on it. I wish you the best of luck! Again, thank you
for being such an amazing professor and for teaching me new and
important topics. I wish I had the opportunity to take more classes with
you.
All the best,

Maggie Guinan (maighdlinguinan@email.arizona.edu)
2.

What is the anticipated student enrollment for this program? Complete
the following table. How did you arrive at these numbers?

Number
of minors
3.

5-YEAR PROJECTED ANNUAL ENROLLMENT
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
25
50
75
100

5th Year
125

What is the local, regional and national need for this program? Provide
market analysis data or other tangible evidence of the need for and
interest in the proposed program. This might include results from surveys
of current students, alumni, and/or employers or reference to student
enrollments in similar programs in the state or region. Include an
assessment of the employment opportunities for graduates of the
program during the next three years.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, (https://www.bls.gov/ooh/):
• “Employment of recreation workers is projected to grow 9 percent from 2016 to 2026,
about as fast as the average for all occupations. As more emphasis is placed on the
importance of lifelong well-being, more recreation workers will be needed to work with
children and adults in a variety of settings.”
• Employment of coaches and scouts is projected to grow 13 percent from 2016 to 2026,
faster than the average for all occupations. Increasing participation in high school and
college sports may boost demand for coaches and scouts.
• Employment of umpires, referees, and other sports officials is projected to grow 8
percent from 2016 to 2026, about as fast as the average for all occupations. Job
prospects are expected to be good at the youth and high school levels.
The 2017 Arizona Outdoor Recreation Economy reported that “more jobs in Arizona depend on
outdoor recreation (201,000) than on the aerospace, defense and tech sectors combined
(184,000). It also found that outdoor recreation generated $21.2 billion in consumer spending
in Arizona.” (https://outdoorindustry.org/resource/arizona-outdoor-recreation-economyreport/)
In Pima County and Tucson, there is an obvious need for high quality recreation professionals to
serve organizations like Pima County Parks and Recreation, Tucson Parks and Recreation, area
middle and high school athletic departments, UA and Pima Community College campus
recreation, as well as club sport organizations, youth camp providers, among many others.

4.

Beginning with the first year in which degrees will be awarded, what is
the anticipated number of degrees that will be awarded each year for the
first five years? Complete the following table. Explain anticipated attrition
rates.

Number
of minors
V.

5-YEAR PROJECTED DEGREES AWARDED
Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
10
30
55
80

1st

5th Year
105

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION-how will you recruit diverse students and faculty to this
program?

Our current student enrollment is diverse and we expect that this will continue and grow as the
program grows. One place we will specifically recruit students is from Arizona Athletics, which
has a very diverse group of student-athletes. We also think this minor will attract students from
a very wide variety of programs across campus.

BUDGET PROJECTION FORM
Name of Proposed Program or Unit:

Projected
1st Year
2018 - 2019

METRICS
Net increase in annual college enrollment UG
Net increase in college SCH UG
Net increase in annual college enrollment Grad
Net increase in college SCH Grad
Number of enrollments being charged a Program Fee
New Sponsored Activity (MTDC)
Number of Faculty FTE
FUNDING SOURCES
Continuing Sources
UG RCM Revenue (net of cost allocation)
Grad RCM Revenue (net of cost allocation)
Program Fee RCM Revenue (net of cost allocation)
F and A Revenues (net of cost allocations)
UA Online Revenues
Distance Learning Revenues
Reallocation from existing College funds (attach description)
Other Items (attach description)
Total Continuing

25
150

$

$

TOTAL SOURCES

$

55
330

90
540

29,161

64,154

104,979

6,000

12,000

18,000

35,161 $

76,154 $

122,979

66,000

EXPENDITURE ITEMS
Continuing Expenditures
Faculty (75% dedicated to minor)
Other Personnel
Employee Related Expense
Graduate Assistantships
Other Graduate Aid
Operations (materials, supplies, phones, etc.)
Additional Space Cost
Other Items (attach description)
Total Continuing

$

One-time Expenditures
Construction or Renovation
Start-up Equipment
Replace Equipment
Library Resources
Other Items (attach description)
Total One-time

$

Net Projected Fiscal Effect

3rd Year
2020 - 2021

1

One-time Sources
College fund balances
Institutional Strategic Investment
Gift Funding
Other Items (attach description)
Total One-time

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

2nd Year
2019 - 2020

66,000

$

101,161 $

-

$

-

76,154 $

122,979

12,540

58,431

59,599

12,540 $

58,431 $

59,599

-

$

-

$

-

$

12,540 $

58,431 $

59,599

$

88,621 $

17,723 $

63,379

SCH RCM
194 to COE

same as RCM

Comparison Chart – Peer Institutions
Institution
Program name,
certificate or
minor, institution
Minor/certificate
program
description

Proposed UA Program:

Northern Arizona University

Arizona State University

Arizona State University

Recreation & Sport in
Communities, Parks & Schools

Parks & Recreation Management

Recreation Management

Community Sports Management

A minor is available to students who
are not majoring in Parks and
Recreation Management. The minor
is designed to provide an overview
of the fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary in Parks and
Recreation Management to
complement a variety of related
majors. These majors may include
Physical Education, Secondary
Education, Communication, Hotel
Administration and Business.

The minor program in recreation
management introduces students to
community recreation programming
and planning for a variety of
populations. The minor allows
students enrolled in other
undergraduate programs at ASU to
broaden their educational experiences.
Students from such various disciplines
as business, education, nursing, public
affairs, social work and many others
might find this program a beneficial
supplement to their existing program.
Students interested in the recreation
management minor may also be
interested in the school's therapeutic
recreation program.

The community sports management
minor focuses on the roles that
amateur and recreational sports play in
a community. Emphasis is on the role
of sports across the life span provided
through sports organizations and
programs that also support community
development.

Well-documented educational
inequities in the United States are
often exacerbated by unequal access
to high quality after-school
programming, extracurriculars, and
summer activities. This “out-ofschool” issue may receive less
attention from education advocates,
but research shows some of our most
powerful learning and developmental
experiences happen while playing a
sport, when exploring nature and
parks, as well as at the theater or
museum (to name just a few
alternative settings). In fact, regular
and prolonged engagement in
meaningful extracurricular activities
has been strongly correlated with
academic and professional
achievement.
Recreation activities and sport
participation do not just offer
opportunities for informal learning
and healthy development. They also
enhance the quality of life for
individuals of all ages, providing
countless personal and social
benefits. Additionally, recreation and
sport have the potential to instill prosocial values and environmental
consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport
in Communities, Parks and Schools
minor will understand important
theory and socio-cultural context, as
well as gain applied skills in
programming and administration.
This will prepare students to provide
quality, inclusive, accessible,

This minor is intended to open the
door to the richness of America’s
(and the world’s) parks, wildlands,
and outdoor recreation settings. The
program includes leadership,
supervision, program planning, and
relevant computer applications.

recreation experiences and services in
a wide-variety of public and
nonprofit settings, such as:
•
Municipal parks and
recreation agencies
•
Middle and high school
athletics
•
After-school and out-ofschool youth mentoring
programs
•
University campus
recreation
•
Community sports
•
Youth camps
•
State and national parks

Target careers

Total units
required to
complete
certificate/minor
Upper -division
units required
Total transfer
units that may

This curriculum will compliment a
variety of majors, including:
Literacy, Learning & Leadership,
Business Administration or Business
Management, Family Studies and
Human Development, Public
Management and Policy, Care, Health
& Society, Natural Resources and
Geosciences, as well as other social
science and humanities majors.
•
Municipal parks and recreation
agencies
•
Middle and high school athletics
•
After-school and out-of-school
youth mentoring programs
•
University campus recreation
•
Community sports
•
Youth camps
•
State and national parks
18

Description above all that is available.

Description above all that is available.

18

15

18

15

6

9

15

6

6

9

6

•
•
•
•
•
•

Forest/Park service
Recreation planning
Urban planning
Leisure travel industry
Land management
Nonprofit organizations

Comparison Chart – Peer Institutions
apply to
minor/certificate
List any special
requirements to
declare or gain
admission to this
minor/certificate
(completion of
specific
coursework,
minimum GPA,
interview,
application, etc.)

Minor/ certificate
requirements (list
all required
coursework
including core and
electives). Courses
listed must
include course
prefix, number,
units, and title.
Mark new
coursework
(New).

None.

None.

Current ASU undergraduate students
may pursue a minor and have it
recognized on their ASU transcript at
graduation. Students interested in
pursuing a minor should consult their
academic advisor to declare the minor
and to ensure that an appropriate set of
courses is taken. Minor requirements
appear on the degree audit once the
minor is added. Certain major and
minor combinations may be deemed
inappropriate by the college or
department of either the major
program or the minor. Courses taken
for the minor may not count toward
both the major and the minor.
Students should contact their academic
advisor for more information.

Students interested in pursuing a minor
should consult their academic advisor
to declare the minor and to ensure that
an appropriate set of courses is taken

Core courses (9 credits):
TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in
Contemporary Society (3)
TLS 354 – Leadership and
Supervision in Recreation, Sport &
Community Organizations (3)
TLS 355 - Planning Community
Events and Recreation Programs (3)

Required Courses (18 credits):

Required Core Courses -- 6 credit
hours
PRM 120: Leisure and the Quality of
Life (3)
PRM 203: Program Planning (3)

Core Courses -- 12 credit hours

Core Elective (3 credits):
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and
School (3)
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of
Coaching (3)
Plus, choose at least TWO of the
following elective courses (6 credits
minimum):
TLS 200 - Sustainability and
Education (3)
TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to
Explore the Human Body (3)
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent
Personal and Social Responsibility (3)

PRM 205 – Happiness (3)
PRM 220 - Introduction To Parks
And Recreation (3)
PRM 252 - Recreation Leadership
And Supervision (3)
PRM 275 - Program Planning (3)
PRM 308 - Practicum In Parks And
Recreation Management (3)
PRM 326 - Inclusive Recreation (3)

Electives (select three courses) -- 9
credit hours
CRD 302: Inclusive Community
Development (3)
PRM 304: Recreation Planning and
Facility Development (3)
PRM 315: Community Recreation
Systems (3)
PRM 335: Sports and Recreation for
Youth Development (3)
PRM 364: Foundations of Recreation
Therapy (3)
PRM 475: Entrepreneurial Recreation
and Tourism (3)
PRM 486: Special Events Management
(3)
PRM 494: Special Topics (3)

CSM 201: Introduction to Community
Sports (3)
CSM 305: Sports Facility Operations
and Management (3)
CSM 407: Ethics and Legal Issues in
Sports (3)
PRM 315: Community Recreation
Systems (3)
Electives -- 6 credit hours
CSM 335: Sports and Recreation for
Youth Development (3)
CSM 483: Sports Tourism (3)
CSM 485: Sports Events (3)
NLM 220: Introduction to Nonprofit
Organizations (3)
NLM 310: Volunteer Management (3)
PRM 364: Foundations of Recreation
Therapy (3)

Internship,
practicum,
applied course
requirements
(yes/no). If yes,
provide
description.
Additional
requirements
(provide
description)

TLS 356 - Sport, Adolescents and
School (3)
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of
Coaching (3)
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology (3)
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity
Programming for Diverse & Special
Populations (3)
TLS 393 - Internship (3-6)
TLS 431 - Environmental Learning
(3)
TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability
(3)
EDP 314 – Learning in Informal
Settings (3)
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning &
Wildland Recreation (3)
ENVS 497F - Community and
School Garden Workshop (3)
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration
and Planning (3)
SOC 302 - Sports and Society (3)
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and
Sports (3)
None (but an internship option)

A grade of C or better is required for
all courses in the minor.

None for minor (12-hour internship
for majors)

To receive a minor (18 to 24 units)
at Northern Arizona University, you
must complete a planned group of
courses from one or more subject
matter areas with a cumulative grade
point average of at least 2.0. At least
12 units of the minor must be
unique to that minor and not
applied to any other minor.

1. 15 hours of graded classroom course
work
2. minimum "C" (2.00 on a 4.00 scale)
grade required for all classes in the
minor
3. minimum GPA of 2.00 for those
pursuing the minor, a major or
premajor, other than parks and
recreation management
4. should be a junior to take 400-level
courses
5. no double counting of courses for a
major and the minor

GPA Requirement: 2.00

Comparison Chart – Peer Institutions
Note: no double-dipping permitted between students pursuing the proposed Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor and 1) BS in Literacy, Learning, &
Leadership (LLBS) or 2) Minor in Adolescents, Community, and Education (ACEMINU).

Comparison Chart – Peer Institutions
Program name,
certificate or
minor, institution
Current# of
enrolled students
Minor/certificate
program
description

Proposed UA Program:

Well-documented educational
inequities in the United States are
often exacerbated by unequal access
to high quality after-school
programming, extracurriculars, and
summer activities. This “out-ofschool” issue may receive less
attention from education advocates,
but research shows some of our most
powerful learning and developmental
experiences happen while playing a
sport, when exploring nature and
parks, as well as at the theater or
museum (to name just a few
alternative settings). In fact, regular
and prolonged engagement in
meaningful extracurricular activities
has been strongly correlated with
academic and professional
achievement.
Recreation activities and sport
participation do not just offer
opportunities for informal learning
and healthy development. They also
enhance the quality of life for
individuals of all ages, providing
countless personal and social
benefits. Additionally, recreation and
sport have the potential to instill prosocial values and environmental
consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport
in Communities, Parks and Schools
minor will understand important
theory and socio-cultural context, as
well as gain applied skills in
programming and administration.
This will prepare students to provide
quality, inclusive, accessible,
recreation experiences and services in
a wide-variety of public and
nonprofit settings, such as:
Municipal parks and recreation
agencies
Middle and high school athletics
After-school and out-of-school youth
mentoring programs
University campus recreation
Community sports
Youth camps
State and national parks
This curriculum will compliment a
variety of majors, including:
Literacy, Learning & Leadership,
Business Administration or Business

Peer 1: Penn State University

Peer 2: University of Iowa

45 minors; 350 majors

142 minors; 529 majors

The minor in Recreation, Park, and
Tourism Management provides an
introduction to recreation/leisure
services and emphasizes
professional skills essential for
successful delivery of these services.
Examples of settings offering
recreation/leisure services include:

Students who earn a Bachelor of
Science degree with a major in sport
and recreation management may not
earn the minor in sport and recreation
management.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resorts
Theme parks
Nonprofit agencies
Armed services
Correctional facilities
Camps
Public parks
Hospitals/health care
agencies

Students who minor in Recreation,
Park, and Tourism Management
gain knowledge and competencies in
recreation leadership, program
development and implementation,
and administration of recreation
services. In addition, students
explore the relevance of recreation
and leisure in their own lives.
Support courses enable the student
to focus on specialized services,
such as commercial recreation and
tourism, community recreation, park
management, environmental
interpretation, or therapeutic
recreation.

The degree offers a comprehensive
curriculum with a unique integrative
business approach.
The curriculum is designed to meet
North American Society for Sport
Management and National Recreation
and Parks Association competencies.
These standards are based on an
understanding of business principles
such as finance, sales, risk
management, administration,
marketing, and promotion.
Core courses will focus on the
contemporary nature of recreation and
sport enterprises as well as analyzing
and resolving challenges in the
business and culture of sports. The
foundation courses will comprise a
range of upper-level courses that
develop a breadth of understanding
and skills to meet job competencies in
sport and recreation management
areas.
The program is appropriate for
students who want to work with
professional sport and club teams,
intercollegiate and high school athletic
programs, international sport
organizations, national and
international amateur sport
organizations, facility operations,
customer service, corporate
partnership sales, as account
executives, and in firms specializing in
sport marketing, sport sponsorship,
and commercial fitness businesses. It
also provides a foundation for graduate
study in sport or recreation
management and related graduate
degree programs.

Target careers

Total units
required to
complete
certificate/minor
Upper -division
units required
Total transfer
units that may
apply to
minor/certificate
List any special
requirements to
declare or gain
admission to this
minor/certificate
(completion of
specific
coursework,
minimum GPA,
interview,
application, etc.)
Minor/ certificate
requirements (list
all required
coursework
including core and
electives). Courses
listed must
include course
prefix, number,
units, and title.
Mark new
coursework
(New).

Management, Family Studies and
Human Development, Public
Management and Policy, Care, Health
& Society, Natural Resources and
Geosciences, as well as other social
science and humanities majors.
•
Municipal parks and
recreation agencies
•
Middle and high school
athletics
•
After-school and out-ofschool youth programs
•
University campus
recreation
•
Community sports
•
Youth camps
•
State and national parks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Resorts
Theme parks
Nonprofit agencies
Armed services
Correctional facilities
Camps
Public parks
Hospitals/health care
agencies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional sport and club
teams
Intercollegiate and high
school athletic programs
International sport
organizations
National and international
amateur sport organizations,
facility operations
Customer service
Corporate partnership sales
Account executives
In firms specializing in sport
marketing, sport
sponsorship, and
commercial fitness
businesses.

18

20

15

15

12

12

6

6

3

None.

None.

None.

Core courses (9 credits):
TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in
Contemporary Society (3)
TLS 354 – Leadership and
Supervision in Recreation, Sport &
Community Organizations (3)
TLS 355 - Planning Community
Events and Recreation Programs (3)

Required Courses (14 credits):

Students take 15 s.h., with at least 12
s.h. in course work numbered 3000 or
above, from the following:

Core Elective (3 credits):
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and
School (3)
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of
Coaching (3)
Plus, choose at least TWO of the
following elective courses (6 credits
minimum):

RPTM 101 – Introduction to
Recreation Services (2)
RPTM 120 – Leisure and Human
Behavior (3)
RPTM 236 – Leadership and Group
Dynamics in Recreation Services (3)
RPTM 356 – Programming in
Recreation Services (3)
RPTM 410 - Marketing of
Recreation Services (3)
Select 6 additional credits, three of
which must be from 400-level
RPTM courses.

SRM:1060 - Contemporary Issues in
Sports (3)
SRM:1085 - Introduction to Travel and
Tourism (3)
SRM:2065 - The Experience Economy
(3)
SRM:3147 - Sport Event Management
(3)
SRM:3148 - Interscholastic Activities
and Athletics Administration (3)
SRM:3149 - Coaching Theory, Body
Structure, and Human Development
(3)

Comparison Chart – Peer Institutions
TLS 200 - Sustainability and
Education (3)
TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to
Explore the Human Body (3)
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent
Personal and Social Responsibility (3)
TLS 356 - Sport, Adolescents and
School (3)
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of
Coaching (3)
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology (3)
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity
Programming for Diverse & Special
Populations (3)
TLS 393 - Internship (3-6)
TLS 431 - Environmental Learning
(3)
TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability
(3)
EDP 314 – Learning in Informal
Settings (3)
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning &
Wildland Recreation (3)
ENVS 497F - Community and
School Garden Workshop (3)
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration
and Planning (3)
SOC 302 - Sports and Society (3)
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and
Sports (3)
Internship,
practicum,
applied course
requirements
(yes/no). If yes,
provide
description.
Additional
requirements
(provide
description)

None (but an internship option)

None for minor (12-hour internship
for majors)

A grade of C or better is required for
all courses in the minor.

A grade of C or better is required
for all courses in the minor.

SRM:3151 - Liability in Sport and
Recreation (3)
SRM:3152 - Design and Management
of Sport and Recreation Facilities (3)
SRM:3153 - Sport Business Practices
(3)
SRM:3154 - Foundations of Event
Management (3)
SRM:3155 - Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries for Coaches (3)
SRM:3157 - Managerial Operations in
Sport and Recreation (3)
SRM:3158 - Sport and Recreation
Promotion (3)
SRM:3172 - Finance in Sport and
Recreation (3)
SRM:3175 - Sales in Sport (3)
SRM:3176 - Sports Analytics for
Coaches, Managers, and Other
Decision Makers (3)
SRM:3178 - Communications and
Public Relations in Sports (3)
SRM:3300 - Writing for Sport and
Recreation Managers (3)
SRM:3700 - Ethics in Sport (3)
SRM:3800 - Sport Law for
Interscholastic Athletic Directors (3)
SRM:4197 - Sport and Recreation Field
Experience (arr)
SRM:4198 - NCAA Rules Compliance
and Enforcement (3)
None for minor (9 hours field
experience for major)

Students must maintain a GPA of at
least 2.00 in all courses for the minor
and in all UI courses for the minor.

Note: no double-dipping permitted between students pursuing the proposed Recreation and Sport in
Communities, Parks and Schools minor and 1) BS in Literacy, Learning, & Leadership (LLBS) or 2) Minor in
Adolescents, Community, and Education (ACEMINU).”

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
200 W. Douglass Building
P.O. Box 210028
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721-0028
Tel: (520) 621-1112
Fax: (520) 621-9424
Date: March 28, 2018
To:

Renée T. Clift, Associate Dean, College of Education

From: Amy C. Kimme Hea, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Student Success
Re:

Support for Minor in Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools

This memo is in support of the new minor in recreation and sport in communities, parks and
schools. We agree to offer SBS courses as part of this minor, including the following:
•
•
•

ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop (2-6 units)
SOC 302 - Sport and Society (3 units)
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports (3 units)

We also are open to continued collaboration with College of Education in the development of its
minor.
Cc: JP Jones, Dean of SBS and Professors Matthew Ostemeyer and Francesca Lopez

Arizona’s First University – Since 1885

July 20, 2018

Matt Ostermeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
Department of Teaching, Learning and Sociocultural Studies
College of Education, University of Arizona
Dear Dr. Ostermeyer,
As Director of the Tucson Parks and Recreation Department, I could
not be more pleased or encouraged by the prospect of the University
of Arizona developing and offering a Minor in Recreation and Sport
in Communities, Parks and Schools. With the growing importance of
access to parks and quality recreation programs in a community’s quality
of life, I clearly see the immense relevance and value in such a program.
The opportunities for student internship experience within the City of
Tucson and our Parks and Recreation Department would be significant.
We would be able to offer real world, career-aligned intern experiences
in all of the program focus areas you have shared with our executive
management team.
On behalf of the Tucson Parks and Recreation Department, I would
endorse the proposed University of Arizona’s Minor in Recreation and
Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools program.
I look forward to working closely with you in the coming years to help
make this program a success. The future of Parks and Recreation across
the United States can only benefit by such a program.
Best regards,

Brent Dennis, Director
Tucson Parks and Recreation

ADMINISTRATION
900 S. RANDOLPH WAY • TUCSON, AZ 85716
(520) 791-4873 • FAX (520) 791-4008 • TTY (520) 791-2639·
www.tucsonaz.gov/parks

Jerel E. Slaughter
Eller Professor of Management
Department Head, Management and Organizations
Eller College of Management

McClelland Hall. 405JJ
Tucson, AZ 85721-0108
(520) 621-7632
FAX: (520) 621-4171

April 25, 2018
Matt Ostermeter, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
College of Education
Dear Matt:
As we discussed, I am approving the use of MGMT 351, Sports Administration and Planning, as
a potential elective for the College of Education minor in Sport in Communities, Parks, and
Schools. Please note that MGMT 351 requires two pre-requisites: ECON 200 and ACCT 200 or
250. Regardless of major, a student must take these two courses before enrolling in MGMT 351.
Sincerely,

Jerel Slaughter, Department Head
Management and Organizations

ENR2 Building, 4th Floor, S
1064 E. Lowell Street
Tucson, AZ 85721-0137
Tel: (520) 621-1652
Fax: (520) 621-2889

April 3, 2018
To Whom it May Concern:
As the instructors of Community and School Garden Program Workshop (GEOG 497F/597F; ENVS 497F, HPS 497F, LAS
497F/597F, NSC 497F/597F, PLS 497F/597F, STCH 497F/597F, TLS 497F/597F), we are writing to support the
establishment of the “Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools” minor in the College of Education. If this minor
is approved, we agree to have The Community and School Garden Program Workshop offered as an elective. The course is
offered in both the fall and spring semesters and it is open to students in all stages of their academic careers (from first year
undergraduates through graduate students).

Yours truly,

Sallie A. Marston
Professor, School of Geography & Development
Director, UA Community and School Garden Program

Dr. Jill M. Williams
Jill M. Williams
Associate Research Social Scientist, Southwest Institute for Research on Women
Lecturer, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Dear Matt,
Campus Recreation enthusiastically supports the proposed College of Education new minor, Recreation and
Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools.

Rarely do students enter college with the goal of becoming a recreation professional. Most of the UA Campus
Recreation professional staff discovered their passion as a student campus recreation participant or student employee.
It has been unfortunate that when students at the UA, either participants or employees, develop enthusiasm and
passion for recreation, they do not have the opportunity to pursue relevant classwork leading to opportunities in the
field of recreation.
As one of the largest student employers on UA campus, the proposed opportunity for developing student interest in
the field of recreation is quite exciting. While most students do not consider recreation as a career path when they
apply for a job within Campus Recreation, interest in the the field is often sparked within the first 6 months of
employment.
With the addition of the proposed minor, Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools, and a strong
partnership with the department of Campus Recreation, enrolled students will have the opportunity for engagement,
internships and employment while pursuing their education and gain valuable professional experience in the globally
growing field of recreation.
I look forward to hearing more about this exciting proposal!
Enthusiastically,
Michele Schwitzky
Campus Recreation Interim Director

School of Natural Resources and the Environment
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

1064 E. Lowell Street
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721.007
Office: (520) 621-7255
Fax: (520) 621-8801
www.snr.arizona.edu

Matt Ostermeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
College of Education, University of Arizona
Date: March 27, 2018
Dear Matt:
I am writing this letter of support for the new minor in the College of Education entitled
“Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools”. I think this is a fantastic new minor
and will provide many students the opportunity to learn more about recreation and sport. In
addition, I am willing and look forward to cross-listing my RNR 448 - 548 Conservation Planning
& Wildland Recreation course with this new minor. This course is offered both Spring and Fall
semesters.
I am excited about the opportunity to see this new minor flourish on campus and whole
heartedly lend my support. If you need further information, please feel free to contact me at
520-621-6360 or email Gimblett@ag.arizona.edu.
Sincerely,

Dr. Randy Gimblett
Professor
School of Natural Resources and Environment

Sincerely,

Dr. Randy Gimblett
Professor
School of Natural Resources and Environment
University of Arizona

From:
Bcc:

Subject:
Date:

Ostermeyer, Matthew - (ostermeyer)
Batchelor, Ashley Rae - (abatchelor); Rosales, Victoria G - (rosalesv); Grijalva, Ali - (alig); Chrisopher Robin
Winters; gbusanez@email.arizona.edu; "Amber Elizabeth Sipe"; Valenzuela, Kora-Leigh Delores - (deontepace);
Anderson, Ashley Nicole - (ana2); Chavez, Christopher Nicholas - (cnchavez); Sturges, Taylor Y - (sturges);
Briggs, Kenneth Nathaniel - (kennethbriggs17); Amaya, Ana Maria - (amaya95); Safar, Jakub - (jakubsafar);
Valencia, Briana - (brianavalencia); Macdonald, Felicity Jayne Bethan - (fmacdonald); cookt@email.arizona.edu;
Celaya, Jaclyn Catalina - (jcelaya3); nathanielwahl@email.arizona.edu; Perez, Dani - (dkperez); Ghafari, Lily
Yasmina - (lilyghafari); Gabriella Victoria Campas; Ferguson, Lanie Dawn - (ldferguson); Britney Ann Corneliusen;
Ramonett, Emily Bryanna - (emilyramonett); Samuel Ayres Galbraith; Adriana Rojas; Brianne Michelle Perez;
Kasimu, Zahraa J - (zahrkasimu); Islas, Araceli - (aislas1); Andrea Christensen; Eden Ariel Medina; Chung,
Kathryn - (kychung); Amber Kitay; Madison Jill Michaeloff; Vaughn, Demi Elizabeth - (demivaughn);
croblesbanuelos@email.arizona.edu; maighdlinguinan@email.arizona.edu; Melitz, Michael - (msmelitz); Herrera,
Alex - (aherrera520); Biggs, Ryan Andrew - (ryanbiggs); Ponce, Hector David - (hectorponce); Callejas, Karina
Patricia Sagrario - (kpcallejas); Lopez, Janet - (janetlopez); Kate Thompson; Mayer, Danielle - (daniellemayer);
Garcia-Gutierrez, Derian - (dgarciagutierrez); Lindvall, Paul - (plindvall); Higgins, Amy Elizabeth - (amyhiggins);
Jimenez Suarez, Karen - (kjimenez); Yavrouian, Lena Satenig - (lenayavrouian); Douglas, Chelsea (chelseadouglas); Kali Nicole Guzman; Romero, Aracely Crystal - (aracelycromero); Chalabian, Maddi (mchalabian); Vega, Arianna Marie - (ariannavega); Goodluck, Summer Sunshine - (ssgoodluck); Confrey, Jordan
Marion - (jordanconfrey); Rosales, Bri - (brianarosales); Bacciocco, Katelyn - (kbacciocco); Ball, Paige Nicole (paigeball); Ryan Michael Klee; Marcille, Grace Elizabeth - (gmarcille); jks7@email.arizona.edu; Mara Eve Serber;
Lafarga, Jesse Manuel - (jesselafarga); Tuli, Isabelle Patricia - (isabelletuli); jsturm1@email.arizona.edu;
Venkatesh, Srini - (srinivenk); Coppola, Andres - (mac18); Raujol, Ashley - (ashelyraujol); Burns, Haley Rae (haleyburns); Sara Lindsay Turner; DeVore, Sarah Elizabeth - (devoresarah); Jackson, Danielle Marie (daniellejackson); Kali Shaye Romley Cass; Alatar, Anwar J - (alatar); Pereira, Taylor - (taylorpereira); Navarro,
Ariadna Leticia - (ariadnan); Rebecca Jan Colombo; alondraornelas@email.arizona.edu; Lopez, Alyssa Marie (amlopez1096); Barberia, Elena - (ebarberia19); Reece, Josie - (josiereece); Smith, Kayla - (kayla64smith);
Mandato, Marirose - (marirosemandato); Bestwick, Morgan Ashley - (morganbestwick); Glass, Akili - (sglass);
Kaye, Kiana Ashlee - (kianaashleekaye); Gilmore, Caitlin Olivia - (caitlingilmore); Luna-Arroyo, Annette (alunaarroyo); Valdez, Celeste Marissa - (celestevaldez); Garrison, Ariel Stevey - (arielsgarrison); Glembocki, Nick
- (nglembocki); Miller, Ralsey Ann - (ralseymiller); Escalante duran, Marilyn - (mescalanteduran); Jenni Jackson;
Barnes, Taylor - (tkbarnes); Fischer, Elisa Adriana - (elisafischer); Jessica Lauren Grossman;
amandacorona@email.arizona.edu; Amanda McLauchlan McLauchlan; da Silva, Lucinda Kaylyn (lucindakdasilva); Felix, Jennifer - (jcfelix); Jimenez, Maribel - (maribeljimenez); Fallon Valentine DeSart; Micaela
Mesuchi Trujillo; abrahms5@email.arizona.edu; Tjorhom, Ann Emilie - (tjorhoma); Martin, Angela Frances (afm1); County, Laura Arcola - (lauracounty); Toscano, Connie - (ctoscano); Segura Plasencia, Susana (seguraplasencia); Flayton, Ali - (aflayton); Alday, Melissa Jane - (mja4); Stuckey, Alyssa Carolyn - (stuckeya15);
Albadri, Suzan Abdullah - (suzana93); Johnson, Alexa Emily - (alexajohnson); Juarez, Laura Guadalupe (ljuarez); Donaldson, Megan Nicole - (megandonaldson); Vander Maten, Erin Christine - (erinvandermaten);
Estrada, Mari - (mariluzvestrada); Ruszala, Erin Turner - (erinruszala); Fernandez, Meagan Hope - (meaganfer);
Schiltz, Parker Murray - (parkerschiltz); Baca, Danielle Yvette - (danielleb1); MacNeil, Shannon Brady (smacneil); joeyfrisina53@email.arizona.edu; Lalimo, Carlina Baby - (clalimo); Soto, Sophia Juliet - (sophiasoto);
Shore, Emily Brooke - (emilyshore5); Lundin, Cassie - (cassielundin98); Ruth Ballesteros-Saenz; Stiles, Libby (libbystiles); Morelos, Emalie Elisabeth - (eemorelos); Bravo-Arizmendi, Erica Elizabeth - (ericabravariz);
jonathankunz@email.arizona.edu; Stilley, Rachel Leigh - (rachelstilley); Morrison, Vanina - (vmorrison);
McCarthy, Eryn Michelle - (emmccarthy); Gribowskas, Deborah Leigh - (dlgribowskas13); Felix, Elyssa Michelle (elyssamfelix); Martin, Makenna Marie - (makennamartin22); Vincent, Kay - (kirariv);
jdpierce@email.arizona.edu; Norris, Shannon Marie - (smnorris); Bertsch, LeRoy Charles - (lbertsch); Jacobson,
Julia Brooke - (juliabrooke); Schonhardt, Devin - (dschonhardt); Purdy, Zach Clint - (zpurdy); Alford, Paris
Brianna - (parisalford); Cornejo, Janet - (jcornejo); Anissa Renee Ronquillo; janethencinas@email.arizona.edu;
Colter-Carman, Chambray Ijahlon - (chambraay44); Tingle, Kylie Rae - (kylietingle); Feder, Brennen Pierce (brennenfeder); Gaffney, Hannah Marie - (hmgaffney14); McDaniel, Vanessa Marie - (vmcdaniel); Lam, Ada
Gingyen - (adaglam); Bartsch, Gunnar Bradley - (gbartsch); Joseline Vidal; Chavez, Justin Quinn - (jchavez3);
Quesada, Dani - (dquesada); Gormsen, Shelby Renae - (sgormsen); Belcher, Cayla Emme - (caylabelcher);
Ramos, Justice Marie - (jramos5); Martinez, Gabriel Manuel - (martinezg)
proposed new minor: Sport and Recreation in Communities, Parks and Schools (please help!)
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 1:46:00 PM

Hello ACE minors! For those of you who I have not had in class before (which isn’t too many ), my
name is Matt Ostermeyer. I am a faculty member in the Teaching, Learning and Sociocultural Studies
Department who teaches courses in the L3 major and ACE minor. My background is in the world of
recreation and sport, so I am excited to share that the College of Education is preparing to propose a
new minor called, Sport and Recreation in Communities, Parks and Schools. As a part of the formal
university review process, it is necessary to reach out to students to gauge interest in any possible
new program. SO…I am asking/begging you to take literally one minute or less of your time to click
on the survey link below and answer just three quick multiple choice question. Even if you are near
graduation (congrats!) and would not have time to be a part of any new minor, your perspective on
whether you “would have”, “might have”, “or would not have” been interested in it, is greatly

appreciated. Some more details about the minor is included below my signature here for you to
review briefly before participating. THANKS SO MUCH IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR HELP!

https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8vScvaSVDnleTHv
Matt Ostermeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
College of Education, University of Arizona
ostermeyer@email.arizona.edu
(520)621-1531

Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools: Minor Information
Well-documented educational inequities in the United States are often exacerbated by unequal
access to high quality after-school programming, extracurriculars, and summer activities. This “outof-school” issue may receive less attention from education advocates, but research shows some of
our most powerful learning and developmental experiences happen while playing a sport, when
exploring nature and parks, as well as at the theater or museum (to name just a few alternative
settings). In fact, regular and prolonged engagement in meaningful extracurricular activities has
been strongly correlated with academic and professional achievement.
Recreation activities and sport participation do not just offer opportunities for informal learning and
healthy development. They also enhance the quality of life for individuals of all ages, providing
countless personal and social benefits. Additionally, recreation and sport have the potential to instill
pro-social values and environmental consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor will learn important
theory and socio-cultural context, as well as gain applied skills in programming and administration.
This will prepare students to provide quality, inclusive, accessible, recreation experiences and
services in a wide-variety of public and nonprofit settings, such as:
Municipal parks and recreation agencies
Middle and high school athletic departments
After-school and out-of-school youth mentoring programs
University campus recreation
Community sports
Youth camps
State and national parks
The employment outlook in the field of recreation and sport is very bright. Job opportunities within
the recreation and recreational/amateur sport fields continue to be strong, as the Department of
Labor projects these professions will be some of the fastest growing job opportunities in the near
future. This is especially true in a state like Arizona.

The Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor would be an 18-credit
hour program and include the following coursework:
Required courses (12 credits total):
TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in Contemporary Society
TLS 354 - Leadership and Supervision in Recreation, Sport, & Community Organizations
TLS 355 - Planning Community Events and Recreation Programs
AND choose (at least) ONE of the following:
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
Plus, choose at least TWO of the following elective courses (6 credits minimum):
TLS 200 - Sustainability and Education
TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to Explore the Human Body
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent Personal and Social Responsibility Using Physical Activity
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity Programming for Diverse & Special Populations
TLS 393 - Internship
TLS 431 - Environmental Learning
TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning & Wildland Recreation
ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration and Planning
SOC 302 - Sport and Society
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports

From:
Bcc:

Subject:
Date:

Ostermeyer, Matthew - (ostermeyer)
Gonzalez, Ana Laura - (analauragonzalez); pvillascuesa@email.arizona.edu; Zhu, Yongshun - (yongshunzhu);
Flynn, Brian - (bflynn997); Johnson, Alexa Emily - (alexajohnson); Mace, Megan Amarie - (meganmace97);
Patrick Durbin Flanagan; hockins@email.arizona.edu; Rodriguez, Victoria Marcell - (vmr1992); Batchelor, Ashley
Rae - (abatchelor); Crane, Sarah Rosemary - (srcrane); empennington@email.arizona.edu;
thuerta@email.arizona.edu; Member Service; Roberto Verdugo; Raymond Donald Barton; Menning, Brooke
Ashlee - (bashleem); Perez, Rebecca L - (rebeccaperez); Brian Matthew Pearse; Polanco, Patrick Josiah (patrickpolanco); Adem, Godwork - (gadem); Olivia Ellen Mccarthy; Balderas, Maricela - (mbalderas); Mia Lauren
Morande; Brewster, Brittany Winona - (brittanybrewster); Coote, Alexandra Nicole - (alicoote); Kirsten Mari
Lewis; Samuel Ayres Galbraith; Ju, Chen - (cju7); Alsadek, Jacob Omar - (alsadek); Tyrell De"Jon Johnson;
Sophie Jian Wasserman; Gates, Hannah Marie - (hgates); Callie Hannah Komberg; Andrea Christensen; Wang,
Xueru - (xueruwang); samuelmatthews@email.arizona.edu; Dana Rachel Baer; Camille Rebecca Valenzuela;
Marlon Cole Antzis; Nicole Elise Fountain; Taylor Rosenblatt Rosenblatt; Archie James Abad; Megan Sarah Uhlig;
Mikayla Renee Ruiz; Cohen, Maggie - (margaretcohen); Eischeid, Colin David - (colineischeid); Smith, Megan (meganlorensmith); America Felicia Valencia; Carly Jade Rosen; Yu, Betty Zuoxiao - (byu); Morgan, Hailey Anne (hmorgan1); mcascio@email.arizona.edu; Bernadette Garcia; Michelle M Yu; Schuette, Veronica Michelle (veronicas); Hannah Drew Gelleri; Neumann, Danielle Michelle - (danielleneumann); Mikaela Wright; Spriggs,
Chandlor Victoria - (cspriggs); Alexa Hightower; Tamayo, Tony - (jtamayo2); Hopkins, Jessica Ann (jessicahopkins); Noah Park Chon; shevondajoyner@email.arizona.edu; Easter, Rebecca - (rebeccaeaster);
Barrone, Kendall Victoria - (kbarrone); Jiayun Lu; Rose, Lyndie Suan - (lsrose); Brooke Delarosa; Turner, Jade
Victoria-Lee - (jadevturner); Qiu, Zhe - (zheqiu); Miller, Christina Marie - (christinamiller); Brewer, Devon William
- (devonbrewer); callielark@email.arizona.edu; Sara Lindsay Turner; Jackson, Danielle Marie - (daniellejackson);
frtavares@email.arizona.edu; pnussbaum@email.arizona.edu; Ryan, Victoria Yvonne - (vryan1); Thomas, Victoria
Marie - (victoriathomas); Maribel Huereca Acosta; Blumenthal, Baylee - (bayleeblumenthal); Caitlin Marie
Kohnke; Karla Michelle Sanchez; Nehls, Lacey Marie - (lmnehls); anparra@email.arizona.edu;
lexihaid@email.arizona.edu; Velazco, Nubia - (nubiavelazco); Rose Maria Harris-Makinen; Humphries, Ilana
Nicole - (ilanahumphries); agauthier@email.arizona.edu; Kellie Nicole Osesky; alyssazobel@email.arizona.edu;
Adina Yael Karp; Judith Monica Gramajo; Garcia, Alicia Renee - (agarcia6); Sam Kuckuk;
ravaldez96@email.arizona.edu; Adair, Makenna Brianne - (makennaadair); Van Gorp, Thea Jane - (theavangorp);
lilyhasler@email.arizona.edu; gracielazbeltran@email.arizona.edu; Fallon Valentine DeSart; Marshall, Shealeigh
Eleanor - (sheaemarshall); dtroy2009@email.arizona.edu; Nicole Marie Del Principe;
abrahms5@email.arizona.edu; Jaden Marie Mickens; Cassie Zhang; Martin, Angela Frances - (afm1); James T
Burton; braswellc@email.arizona.edu; Angel Stone; esposito1@email.arizona.edu; Duan, Lydia - (d1997); Pihong
Xu; Connolly, Finton Patrick - (fpc1); Valdivia, Daffne - (dvaldivia); Gabow, Amal - (amalg123); Crowther, Erin
Brooke - (ecrowther); Reyes, Daniela - (dlreyes); Brown, Shun - (vyrondbrown); Ramon, Leehey - (lramon);
Juarez, Laura Guadalupe - (ljuarez); Gaines, Josh - (gainesj); Sydney Francine Merkin;
dganuza@email.arizona.edu; Viola, Tony - (tonyviola); Geer, Jennifer Leigh - (jennifergeer); Alexander, Tucker
Jillianne - (tuckerjillianne); Torres, Angela Alice - (aatorres); amandarobertson@email.arizona.edu; Washington,
Dominique - (dwashington); clarkmakenna17@email.arizona.edu; Wang, Bob - (swang413); Romero, Marissa
Taylor - (marissaromero); Hubert, Aidan Joseph - (aidanhubert); Nunley, Jamie Spencer - (jamienunley);
LeClaire, Chloe Jensen - (chloeleclaire); Antonio Alex Parks; Keira Joy Vasey; McCrary, Julianna Rose (juliannamccrary); Gu, Xinyu - (gxy980630); Carrillo, Josie - (josiecarrillo16); gabriellerivas@email.arizona.edu;
Sheber, Drake Edward - (dsheber); Hong, Haixin - (haixinhong); llizarraga@email.arizona.edu; Ashley Taylor
Emma Huber; Liu, Jiefu - (jiefuliu); Arnold, Brock Jeffery - (brockarnold); Sergio Nicholas Castro; Monge, Sophia
Francine - (smonge); Marshall, Sawyer Brannon - (sawyermarshall); Ramirez, Kaitlyn Rose - (kaitlynramirez34);
Chang, Angela Jesse - (angelachang); Taylor, J J - (21taylor04); Ceballos, Ana Belem - (anabelemceballos);
Davis, Taarna Ivanhoe - (taarnadavis); Nelson, Francisco - (franciscon); Xiaoxiao Xie; Emma Maria Rosa Berkley;
Rider, Micah Michele - (ridermr); Pijuan, Carlos - (carlospijuan); Pond, Brady Scott - (bradypond); Beech, William
Isaiah - (williambeech); Davood, Alexsandra - (alexdavood); Anissa Renee Ronquillo; Heiliger, Ryan (ryanheiliger); Pena, Tori - (victoriapena); Peck, Nathaniel Kelley - (nkpeck92); Feder, Brennen Pierce (brennenfeder); dhavenar@email.arizona.edu; Bale, Alyssa Marie - (alyssabale); Lopez-Cabrera, Jessica (jlopezcabrera); Jason Andrew McKibben; Jones, Preston Richard - (pjones13); Jackse, Drew - (drewjackse);
Altman, Ally - (allyaltman); Fail, Brooks Mcneil - (brooksfail); Pino, Deina Zihumara - (zihumara); Pieroni,
Nicholas Michael - (pieroni); Vivian, Christopher James - (cvivian); morgansliva@email.arizona.edu; Pamela Coco;
Vanderpool, Courtney Rose - (vanderpool); Noon, Nicolas Timothy - (noon); Astrid Salinas; Guardado, Jonathan
Arturo - (jguardado55); Roloff, Taylor Ann-Alyce - (taylorroloff27); jasoncmoreno@email.arizona.edu; Morrissey,
Joe - (jhmorrissey3); Wages, Heather Dyane - (hwages); Rosales, Gaby Dolores - (gdr); Romick, Celia (cromick); Burrow, Madilynn Kay - (mkburrow); Drake, Chris Lee - (cldrake); Barnette, Carol Lee - (carolb5);
Caucci, Laura Beth - (ltouchet); Martinez, Torii Elizabeth - (temartinez); yvonnepastor@cox.net; Mitchell, Sandy
M - (smitchell); Jondall, Dava Renee - (davaj); darleneh@email.arizona.edu; Catts, Adelinde Meira - (acatts14);
Miramon, Amelia - (ameliamiramon); Autenreith, Scott Hunter - (scottautenreith); Elizabeth Ann Trahan;
azhar@email.arizona.edu; Rodriguez, Daniel Peter - (dprodriguez); croblesbanuelos@email.arizona.edu; Rand,
Aja Leah - (arand); Bacchus, Julia Rose - (juliabacchus); Michelle Jena Stein; willt@email.arizona.edu; Bazlen,
Renna Nicole - (rbazlen); jsturm1@email.arizona.edu; Herrera, Dee D - (dherreraa); Alexander, Zack (zackalexander); Larez, Aileen - (natalielareza); Gallo, John - (johncgallo); Kylee Jo Baldwin; Urias-Torres, Javier
Ivan - (jiuriastorres); Haley Shannon Shapiro; Eldridge, Nathan Joseph - (neldridge);
jenniferjaime@email.arizona.edu; erickgpablos@email.arizona.edu; Krutilla, Natalie Gay - (nkrutilla);
rickeyb@email.arizona.edu; Burnham, Kathryn Anne - (kburnham); Christina Anne Long; Carlson-Shipley, Kaelyn
Grace - (kgcarlsonshipley); Wang, Jiawen - (jiawenw); Friedman, Lisa Renee - (lisafriedman); Gary Lee
Brightwell; Healey, Maegan Dominique - (mhealey); Beach, Michael Scot - (beachmichael74); Weaselboy-Hill,
Lisa - (lisaw2); Luis Alexis Valencia
proposed new minor: Sport and Recreation in Communities, Parks and Schools (please help!)
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 1:44:00 PM

Hello L3 majors! For those of you who I have not had in class before (which isn’t too many ), my
name is Matt Ostermeyer. I am a faculty member in the Teaching, Learning and Sociocultural Studies
Department who teaches courses in the L3 major and ACE minor. My background is in the world of
recreation and sport, so I am excited to share that the College of Education is preparing to propose a
new minor called, Sport and Recreation in Communities, Parks and Schools. As a part of the formal
university review process, it is necessary to reach out to students to gauge interest in any possible
new program. SO…I am asking/begging you to take literally one minute or less of your time to click
on the survey link below and answer just three quick multiple choice question. Even if you are near
graduation (congrats!) and would not have time to be a part of any new minor, your perspective on
whether you “would have”, “might have”, “or would not have” been interested in it, is greatly
appreciated. Some more details about the minor is included below my signature here for you to
review briefly before participating. THANKS SO MUCH IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR HELP!

https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8vScvaSVDnleTHv
Matt Ostermeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
College of Education, University of Arizona
ostermeyer@email.arizona.edu
(520)621-1531

Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools: Minor Information
Well-documented educational inequities in the United States are often exacerbated by unequal
access to high quality after-school programming, extracurriculars, and summer activities. This “outof-school” issue may receive less attention from education advocates, but research shows some of
our most powerful learning and developmental experiences happen while playing a sport, when
exploring nature and parks, as well as at the theater or museum (to name just a few alternative
settings). In fact, regular and prolonged engagement in meaningful extracurricular activities has
been strongly correlated with academic and professional achievement.
Recreation activities and sport participation do not just offer opportunities for informal learning and
healthy development. They also enhance the quality of life for individuals of all ages, providing
countless personal and social benefits. Additionally, recreation and sport have the potential to instill
pro-social values and environmental consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor will learn important
theory and socio-cultural context, as well as gain applied skills in programming and administration.
This will prepare students to provide quality, inclusive, accessible, recreation experiences and
services in a wide-variety of public and nonprofit settings, such as:
Municipal parks and recreation agencies
Middle and high school athletic departments
After-school and out-of-school youth mentoring programs

University campus recreation
Community sports
Youth camps
State and national parks
The employment outlook in the field of recreation and sport is very bright. Job opportunities within
the recreation and recreational/amateur sport fields continue to be strong, as the Department of
Labor projects these professions will be some of the fastest growing job opportunities in the near
future. This is especially true in a state like Arizona.

The Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor would be an 18-credit
hour program and include the following coursework:
Required courses (12 credits total):
TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in Contemporary Society
TLS 354 - Leadership and Supervision in Recreation, Sport, & Community Organizations
TLS 355 - Planning Community Events and Recreation Programs
AND choose (at least) ONE of the following:
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
Plus, choose at least TWO of the following elective courses (6 credits minimum):
TLS 200 - Sustainability and Education
TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to Explore the Human Body
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent Personal and Social Responsibility Using Physical Activity
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity Programming for Diverse & Special Populations
TLS 393 - Internship
TLS 431 - Environmental Learning
TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning & Wildland Recreation
ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration and Planning
SOC 302 - Sport and Society
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports

From:
Bcc:

Subject:
Date:

Ostermeyer, Matthew - (ostermeyer)
Gauthier, Michaela Elizabeth - (314378tw); Berdugo, Andrew Steven - (aberdugo); Austin Charles Bias; Godoy,
Adrianna Monique - (adriannagodoy); Ruiz, Adrian Michael - (adrianr1); Johnson, Amy E - (ajohnson6);
Khosraviani, Ali Rasheed - (akhosraviani9); Macklin, Alexis Ann - (alexismacklin); Heiman, Alia Rose (aliaheiman); Alisa Maily Caballero; Alyssa Ann Denham; Malvick, Alex - (amalvick); Pyle, Amanda Rose (amandapyle); Andre Michael Cotton; Ferraro, Alexander Matthew - (amf4); Anaya Nesha Bailey; Kouris, Andrew
John - (andrewkouris); Campbell, Tony - (anthonycampbell); Padmanaban, Avinash - (apadmanaban); Novotny,
Alexandria Paige - (apnovotny); Post, April Lynn - (apost223); Prato, Alexander Michael - (aprato); Baloun,
Ashley Rose - (ashleybaloun); Wagschal, Ashley - (awagschal); Barron Villalobos, Efren - (barrone1); Bejanski,
Alexander Steve - (bejanski); Keogh, Brendan Patrick - (bkeogh); Nunamaker, Brad - (bradnunamaker); Biron,
Brandon Aaron - (brandonbiron); Eastman, Brendan Kemal - (brendaneastman); Holt, Brianna Dawn (briannadholt); Pacpaco, Bryce Darryl - (brycepacpaco); Sanuik, Brett Daniel - (bsanuik); Teller, Brett Scott (bteller36); Miller, Cameron John - (cameronjmiller); Scharf, Cameron Reneh - (cameronscharf); Campeau,
Anthony Leonardo - (campeaua99); Smith, Cami - (camrynsmith); Ramirez, Carlos Abraham - (carlosramirez);
O"Malley, Casey Thomas - (caseyomalley); Gonzalez, Cassandra Isabel - (cgonzalez); Wildstein, Charlie (charleswildstein); Marino, Charlie - (charlie3068); James, Charlie - (charliejames); Christian Finke; Connor Jusitn
Musick; Mars, Cory Noah - (cmars); Fillon, Cody James - (codyfillon); Thacker, Casey Joseph - (cthacker);
Calvillo, Carlos Daniel - (danielc0409); Johnston, Daniel Patrick - (danieljohnston); Ostrop, Danielle Nicole (danielleostrop); Hinton, DJ - (davajay2); Bosch, Daniel James - (dbosch11); Vale, Daniel Jesus - (djvale); De Los
Santos, Franchesco Alexander - (dls10084); Nover, Drake Nathan - (draken); Stafford, Dillon Jeffrey (ds1112810); Dylan David Hopson; Sikora, Elijah Brandon - (elijahsikora); LoCascio, Elizabeth Grace (elocascio); emilee827@email.arizona.edu; Somekh, Eric - (ericsomekh); Lumsden, Fabian Frederik - (flumsden);
Gabriela Rose Harrod; Grace Dianne DiCarlo; Lowell, Glenton Douglas - (glentonlowell); Angel Gonzalez;
Macdonald, Harrison Thibault - (harrisonm5); Hartman, Zachary Dean - (hartmanz); Hawk, Tyler James (hawkt); Hannah Drew Gelleri; Hamilton, Hope Olivia - (hopeham19); Zinser, Casey Howard - (howardzinser);
Hull, Sydney Brooke Skylar - (hullsb); Imani Lee; Turner, Jack Ryan - (jackturner9); Brown, Jacob Hayden (jacobbrown64); Macias, Jacob Kenneth - (jacobmacias); Mitchell, Jacob Michael - (jacobmmitchell); Meng,
Jennifer Ashley - (jameng); Vogelgesang, James Christian - (jamesvogelgesang); Allison, Jarrod Graham (jarrod); Javier Angel Dominguez; Thomas, Jayme Ray - (jaymet1); Angle, Jazmyn Chanel - (jazmynangle);
Jaden Balistreri; Jimenez, Jesus - (jesusjimenez); Dias, Jillian Paige - (jilliandias); Jimenez Suarez, Mario (jimenezsuarez); Jake Steven Juraszek; Jordan Taylor Kirchner; Lamas, John Paul - (jlamas); Lapporte, Jack
David - (jlapporte); HelpDesk; Arai, Jo - (joarai22); Amick, Jordan Taylor - (jordanamick); Rugo, Jordan James (jordanrugo); Zonta, JP - (jpzonta); Sarzoza, Jonathan Paul - (jsarzoza); Jacob Ian Silver; Johnson, Jared Scott (jsj0326); Schoettmer, JT - (jtschoettmer); Ferrante, Jude Lawrence - (judeferrante); Kofmehl, Justin Dylan (justinkofmehl); Corley, Kamryn Rose - (kamryncorley); Calvillo, Katelyn - (katelyncalvillo); Kaylee Paris Scott;
Patti, Kaylene Marie - (kaylenempatti); Lynds, Bryce - (kblynds); Chavy, Kelian Jacques Marie - (kelianchavy);
Wick, Keegan Robert - (krwick); Bluechel, Laurel - (laurelbluechel); Lauren Ashley Claus-Smith; Lichtman, Jonah
Casper - (lichtman1); Gorski, Luke Anthony - (lukegorski); Luke Elijah Kacer; Maddy Porter; Marcus, Madison
Pauline - (madisonmarcus); Matt Ary; Rivera, Mauro Enrique - (mauror5); Mauck, Megan Barrett (meganmauck); Fielman, Max Adam - (mfielman22899); Lee, Matthew - (miamimatt); Courtemanche, Michaela
May - (michaelac); Bernal, Michael George - (michaelbernal); Wagner, Michael Jaeger - (michaeljwagner);
Sandoval, Michael Anthony - (michaelsandoval); Marin, Michael Francis - (mikeymarin99); Rich, Miles Jett (milesrich); Rynearson, Molly Jene - (mjrynearson); Ginnis, Morgan Lynn - (morganginnis); Orlandella, Michael
Anthony - (morlandella); Saralegui, Michael Bryan - (msaralegui9); Lopez, Nikko - (nblopez55); Baker, Noah
Wesley - (noahbaker); Jones, Noah Lofton - (noahloftonjones); Riddel, Nathalie - (nriddel); Rincon, Nick (nrincon); Parker Anthony Arendts; Raely Marie Keeland; Ramirez, Adrian - (ramirezadrian99); Reese, Ali (reese1); Stanton, Reyna Sharon - (reynastanton); Ahnna Richmond; Wagner, Riley James - (rileyjwagner);
Sena, Riley Isamu - (rileysena); Grimmer, Stephen Robert - (robertgrimmer); Hernandez Garcia, Rocio (rociohg99); Ott, Ryan William - (rott); Freeburg, Rourke J - (rourkefreeburg); Rust, River Wright - (rrust);
Subramanian, Ramsamy - (rsubramanian); Christensen, Ryan Delaney - (ryanchristensen); Lopez, Ryan Anthony
- (ryanlopez); French, Ryan Nicholas - (ryannfrench); Alvarez, Samantha - (samanthaa); Blalock, Shawn Clyde (sblalock); Barton, Sean Michael - (seanbarton3); Davis, Taryn - (shamard); Samuel Riley Nollette; Sophia Tong
Hermanson; Wong, Steven Benjamin - (stevenbwong); Wittenberg, Sammy - (swittenberg); Sydney Lauren
DeFrancis; Takdeer Sidhu; Tarango, Jaime A - (tarangoja33); Davis, Taylor Robert - (taylorrdavis); Hanks, Trevor
Austin - (thanks); Thomas Brian Benson; Guan, Tianlang - (tlguan); Luscher, Tara Elizabeth - (tluscher); Tommy
Taylor; Tyler Austin Rieger; De La Riva, Victoria Izabella - (vdelariva); Vialonga, Vinnie - (vinnievialonga);
Williams, Aaron Mark - (williaar000); Zadro, Wyatt John - (wjz); Yasmine Amina Davis; Garcia, Yudamariz (yudamariz); Talya Tal Zandberg; Patrick, Ziah Marie - (ziahpatrick); Coonrod, Zohar Ariel - (zoecoonrod); Leo
Zuckerman
help me AND earn a bonus point in TLS 150B! :-)
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 1:58:00 PM

Hi TLS 150B! As you know, my background is in the world of recreation and sport, so I am excited to
share that the College of Education is preparing to propose a new minor called: Sport and
Recreation in Communities, Parks and Schools. As a part of the formal university review process, it
is necessary to reach out to students to gauge interest in any possible new program. SO…I am
asking/begging you to take literally one minute or less of your time to click on the anonymous
survey link below and answer just three quick multiple choice question. Even if you are near
graduation (congrats!) and would not have time to be a part of any new minor, your perspective on

whether you “would have”, “might have”, “or would not have” been interested in it, is greatly
appreciated. Some more details about the minor is included below my signature here for you to
review briefly before participating. As a small extra incentive, if (and only if) at least 100 of you
participate, I will give everyone a bonus point in class

https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8vScvaSVDnleTHv
Matt Ostermeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice
College of Education, University of Arizona
ostermeyer@email.arizona.edu
(520)621-1531

Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools: Minor Information
Well-documented educational inequities in the United States are often exacerbated by unequal
access to high quality after-school programming, extracurriculars, and summer activities. This “outof-school” issue may receive less attention from education advocates, but research shows some of
our most powerful learning and developmental experiences happen while playing a sport, when
exploring nature and parks, as well as at the theater or museum (to name just a few alternative
settings). In fact, regular and prolonged engagement in meaningful extracurricular activities has
been strongly correlated with academic and professional achievement.
Recreation activities and sport participation do not just offer opportunities for informal learning and
healthy development. They also enhance the quality of life for individuals of all ages, providing
countless personal and social benefits. Additionally, recreation and sport have the potential to instill
pro-social values and environmental consciousness.
Students in the Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor will learn important
theory and socio-cultural context, as well as gain applied skills in programming and administration.
This will prepare students to provide quality, inclusive, accessible, recreation experiences and
services in a wide-variety of public and nonprofit settings, such as:
Municipal parks and recreation agencies
Middle and high school athletic departments
After-school and out-of-school youth mentoring programs
University campus recreation
Community sports
Youth camps
State and national parks
The employment outlook in the field of recreation and sport is very bright. Job opportunities within
the recreation and recreational/amateur sport fields continue to be strong, as the Department of
Labor projects these professions will be some of the fastest growing job opportunities in the near

future. This is especially true in a state like Arizona.

The Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools minor would be an 18-credit
hour program and include the following coursework:
Required courses (12 credits total):
TLS 353 - Recreation and Leisure in Contemporary Society
TLS 354 - Leadership and Supervision in Recreation, Sport, & Community Organizations
TLS 355 - Planning Community Events and Recreation Programs
AND choose (at least) ONE of the following:
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
Plus, choose at least TWO of the following elective courses (6 credits minimum):
TLS 200 - Sustainability and Education
TLS 201 - Using Physical Activity to Explore the Human Body
TLS 352 - Developing Adolescent Personal and Social Responsibility Using Physical Activity
TLS 356 - Sports, Adolescents and School
TLS 358 - Theory and Practice of Coaching
TLS 360 - Functional Kinesiology
TLS 373 - Inclusive Physical Activity Programming for Diverse & Special Populations
TLS 393 - Internship
TLS 431 - Environmental Learning
TLS 460 - Education & Sustainability
RNR 448 - Conservation Planning & Wildland Recreation
ENVS 497F - Community and School Garden Workshop
MGMT 351 - Sports Administration and Planning
SOC 302 - Sport and Society
SOC 304 - Race, Class, Gender and Sports

Recreation and Sport Minor
Start of Block: Default Question Block
Q5 The College of Education is considering offering a new minor (18 credit hours)
called: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools. Please indicate your
potential interest level after reviewing some of the proposed program information in the email
you received and also tell us a couple pieces of information about yourself as a student. Thank
you!

Q1 If a new minor: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools was made
available next year, would you be interested in completing this program? Or, if you are near
graduation (or your program of study is already full), would you have been interested in this
program had it been available previously?

o Definitely! It sounds like something I would want to do. (4)
o Perhaps. I would at least look into it more and consider it. (5)
o Nah. It would not be the right fit for me. (6)
Q7 What is your current class standing?

o Freshman (1)
o Sophomore (2)
o Junior (3)
o Senior (4)

Page 1 of 2

Q6 Are you an L3 major, ACE minor, or TLS 150B student? (Click all that apply)

▢
▢
▢

L3 Major (1)
ACE Minor (2)
TLS 150B (Sport, Leisure & Consumer Culture) General Education student (3)

End of Block: Default Question Block

Page 2 of 2

If a new minor: Recreation and Sport in Communities, Parks and Schools was made available next year,
would you be interested in completing this program? Or, if you are near graduation (or your program of
study is already full), would you have been interested in this program had it been available previously?

#

Answer

Bar

Response

4

Definitely! It sounds like something I would
want to do.

85

41.46%

5

Perhaps. I would at least look into it more
and consider it.

84

40.98%

6

Nah. It would not be the right fit for me.

36

17.56%

205

100.00%

Total

%

Min Value

Max Value

Average Value

Variance

Standard Deviation

Total Responses

Total Respondents

4

6

4.76

0.54

0.73

205

205

What is your current class standing?

#

Answer

Bar

Response

%

1

Freshman

78

37.86%

2

Sophomore

45

21.84%

3

Junior

35

16.99%

4

Senior

48

23.30%

206

100.00%

Total

Min Value

Max Value

Average Value

Variance

Standard Deviation

Total Responses

Total Respondents

1

4

2.26

1.42

1.19

206

206

Are you an L3 major, ACE minor, or TLS 150B student? (Click all that apply)

#

Answer

Bar

Response

%

1

L3 Major

71

35.32%

2

ACE Minor

44

21.89%

3

TLS 150B (Sport, Leisure & Consumer
Culture) General Education student

98

48.76%

213

100.00%

Total

Min Value

Max Value

Average Value

Variance

Standard Deviation

Total Responses

Total Respondents

1

3

2.13

0.78

0.88

213

201

Faculty CV. Complete the table below by providing UA Vitae profile link or short CV for
each faculty member participating in the proposed program. Add rows as needed. UA
Vitae profiles can be found in the UA directory/phonebook.
Faculty Member

UA Vitae link or “CV attached”

Howard Gimblett
Lehman Benson
Mark Jenks
Derek Martin
Jill Williams
Matthew Ostermeyer
Brandon Harris

https://profiles.arizona.edu/person/gimblett
https://profiles.arizona.edu/person/lehmanb
https://profiles.arizona.edu/person/mjenks and CV attached
https://profiles.arizona.edu/person/derekcmartin
CV attached
https://profiles.arizona.edu/person/ostermeyer
CV attached

Brandon S. Harris, PhD, MBA
326 N. Warren Ave.  Tucson, AZ  brandonharris@email.arizona.edu  (386) 965.0799
Appointment
University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ
Assistant Professor of Practice, 2018-present
Education
Clemson University; Clemson, SC
PhD in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management, 2014-2018
University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Charlotte, NC
MBA; Concentration in Sports Marketing and Management, 2008-2010
Flagler College; St. Augustine, FL
BA; Business Administration, 2003-2006

Experience
Clemson University
Clemson, SC
Instructor of Record/Graduate Research Assistant/Teaching Assistant, September 2014-present









Research focus on how urban parks affect crime and identity in urban neighborhoods, deviant behavior in recreation
[specifically, party culture and its role in the perpetuation of sexual assaults], and the impacts of neighborhood stigma on
recreational behaviors and perceptions in urban communities.
Conducted multiple park and recreation impact assessments and strategic plans for the City of Summerville, SC; City of
Spartanburg, SC; City of Roswell, GA, Greenville County, SC, Lancaster County, SC and Cherokee County, SC. These
studies combined both quantitative and qualitative analysis to successfully allocate 20+million dollars to recreation and
community based improvement projects.
Responsible for the design and delivery of in-depth analysis and dissemination of results to pertaining to the potential
economic and community impacts from program and park projects to city councils throughout South Carolina and
Georgia
Instructor of Record for Clemson EDGE program. The program, which recently won an award for innovation and
includes 150 students, is a full immersion program into the Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management field. Teaching
emphasis is placed around applied critical thinking skills, business and marketing implementation practices, and
community management, and community policy.
Instructor of Record for numerous PRTM classes including PRTM 4210: Recreation Financial Resource Management
(Twice), PRTM 4540: Trends in Sports Management, PRTM 2000/2200: Foundations of Recreation and Leisure, and
PRTM 3100: Recreation and Society. Average teaching score 4.7/5
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2410: Introduction to Community Recreation, Sport and Camp Management, PRTM 3540:
Youth Development in Camp, PRTM 3530: Foundations of Camp Counseling, and PRTM 3250: Global Perspectives in
Recreation.

The Chicago Park District
Chicago, IL
Intern to the Chief Programming Officer, June 2015-August 2016





Assisted the Chief Programming Officer in the design and implementation of the Public Sports League partnership. This
partnership, between The Chicago Park District and Chicago Public Elementary Schools, is designed to bring recreational
programs to all CPS Elementary students, regardless of neighborhood or background in an effort to combat violence and
build a more unified community. Responsibilities included outreach across multiple platforms, the design of city wide
communications, and the presentation of information to Chicago City Officials.
Responsible for the entry and analysis of various program related data based upon GIS mapping.
Worked with Chief Program Officer in the design of a sponsorship proposal for Nike encompassing local area CPS
Elementary and High Schools.






Responsible for a template and analytic methodology design for a sustainable park model. The overall goal of this model
was to formulate a systemic measurement tool that could be used by park supervisors to efficiently allocate their
resources, maximize revenue, and empower them to provide the most effective programs for their specific neighborhood.
Worked in collaboration with multiple departments and partners on the writing of a grant proposal for a program targeting
at-risk youth in the Hegewisch neighborhood in Chicago. This program, built around modern dance, is designed to allow
high school students the opportunity to learn dances representing numerous cultures throughout Chicago and distributing
it via social media to their peers, thus empowering the students to be co-constructors of program success.
Assisted with the implementation of the 2015 NRPA Innovation Lab

Trader Joe’s
Chicago, IL
Assistant Store Manager/Marketing Coordinator, September 2012-September 2014






Responsible for the oversight and direction of 70 store employees. This includes employee training and development,
employee communication processes, new employee hiring, and employee review process.
Researched consumer buying patterns and implement specific target strategies to increase overall store performance, grow
sales, and increase inventory turnover. Overall weekly store sales of approx. $700,000.
Merchandised store by designing and building visual displays that featured products for promotional representation on the
store floor. Strategies were specifically designed to increase overall product awareness and directly influence customer
purchasing decisions. Promotional strategies directly align with seasonal trends, consumer request, and outlying national
and regional events (ex. Super Bowl). Average sales increase of items of over 400%.
Implemented community focused events designed to grow customer awareness, inform customers of the benefits of a
healthy lifestyle, and establish overall good will in the community.

Chicago Bears
Chicago, IL
Marketing and Fan Services Event Staff, July 2012-August 2014




Responsible for the facilitation and direction of game day activities. Duties include fan event supervision, stadium policy
implementation, and grass root consumer marketing.
Worked with Chicago Bears’ front office and Soldier Field representatives in the communication of strategies across
multiple stadium employee groups.
Disseminated information regarding upcoming Bears’ games, stadium updates, and special events to season ticket
holders, first-time stadium attendees, and special interest groups.

Belk Corporation
Charlotte, NC
Assistant Product Manager –Madison/Made, April 2011—August 2012






Worked with domestic and international vendors in the conception, development, and branding of new products for the
Madison private label. Responsibilities included analyzing samples for accurate construction and color, ensuring all
products met design specifications, and monitoring product profitability after market introduction. Annual sales for the
label exceeded $30 million dollars.
Conducted in-depth analysis of current and potential shifts in the current consumer marketplace. Used market research in
the formation of strategic initiatives that could be implemented to take advantage of variances in consumer preference and
buying patterns.
Used communication skills, product knowledge, and forecasting tools to identify key success factor throughout the
product life cycle. Once identified, these factors were used to locate niche markets were consumer demand aligned with
the Madison product offering.
Used event design experience to help store managers and corporate partners design and implement promotional programs
centered on increasing in-store traffic, driving sales, and increasing inventory turnover.

University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Charlotte, NC
Graduate Assistant & Athletic Foundation Coordinator, August 2008-December 2010




Identified, cultivated and solicited individuals and businesses in the Charlotte community for donations used in the
formation and funding of the Charlotte 49ers football program set to begin play in 2013. Donations directly contributed
to the funding of the construction of the University’s new $40 million dollar football stadium.
Directed cross-cultural simulations to undergraduate students to help provide understanding of barriers to entry in foreign
markets.
Worked with various departments in the facilitation and implementation of a Business Ethic’s Conference for UNCCharlotte. Coordinated travel arrangements for clients, communicated with guest speakers, implemented marketing
strategies, and assisted in set up and take down of event





Designed and oversaw the events, promotions, and activities of the 400+ members of the Niner Nation Gold student
organization. This organization focused on the support, fundraising, and grassroot marketing of all the University’s
athletic teams.
Worked with outside vendors in trade valuation, sponsorship activation, and in the coordination and management of
promotional events designed to promote vendor products and brands. Sponsorships ranged from $500-$5000 in overall
value.
Coordinated and designed ticket packages for the Charlotte Athletics. Distributed tickets and managed student accounts
on game days.

Bank of America
Charlotte, NC
Global Sports Marketing Intern, January2010-August 2010







Designed a tool used in the measurement of ROI for in-stadium signage of BOA sponsored MLB properties. Tool focused
on BOA’s affinity products, brand recognition and image, and how the overall brand was perceived by fans that were
exposed to signage both in the primary market (in-stadium) and secondary market (media). Contributed to BOA’s signage
placement across sponsored properties.
Worked within a cross-functional matrix in the development, coordination and implementation of hospitality events
designed to increase revenues and product awareness. This included working with platform directors, senior managers,
and marketing organizations in coordination and supervision of third party vendors to ensure zero defect execution from
event conception to fulfillment.
Worked onsite at events for Susan G. Komen, Nascar, and the PGA Tour to help maintain BOA brand reputation and
ensure brand was presented properly to clients, event guest and partner organizations. Client satisfaction level at the
events worked was approx. 100%.
Worked with the Carolina Panthers and the NFL Play 60 program in the design and implementation of a community
youth day program designed to give underprivileged children a chance to participate in football related activities.

Publications
Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts/Book Chapters





Fernandez, M., Harris, B.S., Black, K.. (2018). Designing Public Spaces for Young People. In Handbook for Designing
Public Places for Young People: Design Practices, Processes and Policies for Youth Inclusion. New York, NY: Routledge
Harris, B.S., Jordan, K.A., Powell, G.M., Tucker, T.W. and McGuire, F.A. (2018). Let’s Talk About It: Using Interactive
Exams to Bring Learning to Life. Schole. (accepted, but issue not yet assigned)
Harris, B.S., Larson, L, Ogletree, S. (2017). Different Views of the 606: Examining the Impacts of an Elevated Linear
Trail on Crime in Chicago. Environment and Behavior, 50(1), 56-85.
Harris, B.S. and Schmalz, D. (2016). “Cool” Party, Bro: The Fraternity Use of Party Structure as a Mechanism for
Control over Social Status of Females on Campus. Deviant Behavior, 37(11), 1227-1238.

Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts under Review







Harris, B.S., Schmalz, D., Larson, L., Fernandez, M., & Griffin, S. (under review). Arms together, hearts apart: An
exploration of intimate segregation on Chicago’s 606 Trail. Submitted to City and Community
Fernandez, M., Mowatt, R., Harris, B.S., (under review). Children’s Literature and Racial Marginalization: A Critical
Approach. Submitted to Multicultural Perspectives
Fernandez, M., Harris, B.S., Becerra, M. (under review). Examining the Benefits and Challenges of Increasing Park
Access. Submitted to the Journal of Urban Affairs
Fernandez, M. & Harris, B.S. (revise and resubmit). A Desert in the City of the Garden: Examining Park Disparities in a
Latino. Submitted to the Journal of Urban Affairs.
Jordan, K.A., Walters, K.A., Harris, B.S., Anderson, D.M. (under review). Putting Everything on Pause: Students using
Leisure Education to Manage the Rigors of Higher Education. Submitted to the Innovative Higher Education

Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts in Development




Harris, B.S., Schmalz, D., Shipley, N., Sharp, J., Mazer, J. (in development). “To Connect or Disconnect? Emotional
Response to a Threatened Place-dependent Social Identity”
Stone, G., Harris, B.S., Duffy, L., Mowatt, R., Schmalz, D., Layland, E. (in development). Implicit Attitudes and the
Challenge of Becoming a Reflexive Leisure Scholar.
Harris, B.S., Fernandez, M., Rigolon, A., Stewart, W. (in development). Do You See What I See? Using Photovoice to
Explore Latino Youth’s Experiences of Environmental Gentrification

Conference Presentations
















Larson, L., Keith, S., Shafer, S., Harris, B., Flink, C., & Fernandez, M. (2018). Urban greenways and social equity in
diverse communities. Paper to be presented at the 2018 NRPA Leisure Research Symposium, Indianapolis, IN.
Larson, L., Harris, B.S., Ogletree, S. (2018). Impacts of parks and green space on crime in U.S. urban areas. Presented at
the International Symposium on Society and Resource Management (ISSRM).
Harris, B.S., Schmalz, D., & Fernandez, M., (2018). Contested spaces: How green gentrification is affecting recreation
and leisure behavior on Chicago's 606 trail. Accepted as conference presentation at the International Symposium on
Society and Resource Management (ISSRM).
Larson, L., Harris, B.S., Keith, S., Shafer, S., (2018). Leisure Research in Urban Greenway Design and Management:
Charting a Path Forward. Submitted as conference presentation at the 2018 National Parks and Recreation Conference in
Indianapolis, IN
Harris, B.S., Fernandez, M., O’Rourke, T. (2017). Access and Inclusion in Urban Park. Presented at the 2017 National
Recreation and Parks Association conference in New Orleans, LA
Harris, B.S., and Schmalz, D. (2017). Invisible Walls and Barriers: How Neighborhood Stereotypes Affect Leisure
Behavior on Chicago's 606 Linear Trail. Leisure Studies Association Conference in Leeds Beckett University, UK
Harris, B.S., Stone, G., Duffy, L., Kelly-Prior, B., Layland, E., Schmalz, D., Terry, W., Kivel, D., Mowatt, R., (2016).
Implicit attitudes and reflexivity: Becoming a critical leisure scholar. Presented as conference presentation at the 2017
Academy of Leisure Sciences Teaching Institute in Indianapolis, IN
Jordan, K.A., Gagnon, R., Harris, B.S, Walters, K., Anderson, D.M., Pilcher, J. (2016). Positive outcome of leisure
education in college students. Presented as a conference presentation at the National Recreation and Parks Association
Conference in St. Louis, MO. 2016
Harris B.S. (2016) “Urban Greenways and Crime: What Can We Learn from Chicago’s 606?” Presented at the Health,
Education and Human Development Conference. 2016
Harris, B.S. (2016). Cool” Party, Bro: The Fraternity Use of Party Structure as a Mechanism for Control over Social
Status of Females on Campus. Accepted for roundtable panel at the 2016 Southern Sociological Society Conference
Harris, B.S. (2016). The Freshman Mistake: The Role of Institutionalized Norms in Placing New Female Students at
Risk. Presented discussion at the 2016 Women’s Leadership Conference.
Jordan, K.A., Walters, K.A., Harris, B.S. (2015). Leisure Skills Courses: Psychosocial Impacts on College Students.
Presented at the 2015 National Parks and Recreation Association Leisure Research Symposium.
Jordan, K.A., Harris, B.S., Walters, K.A. (2015) Investigating the Role of Leisure Skills Courses in College Student
Development. Presented at the 2015 Southeastern Recreational Research Conference.
Jordan, K.A., Harris, B.S., Walters, K.A. (2015) Investigating the Role of Leisure Skills Courses in College Student
Development. Presented at the 2015 Clemson University HEHD Conference. 2015
Harris, B.S., Hasen. K., Franklin, L., Clenance, I. (2010). Marketing Case Cup Competition. National Sports Forum.

Teaching Experience



















Instructor of Record EDGE Program (2017)
Instructor of Record for PRTM 6210: Graduate Recreation Financial Resource Management (2017)
Instructor of Record for PRTM 4210: Recreation Financial Resource Management (2017)
Instructor of Record for PRTM 4540: Trends in Sports Management, Clemson University (2016)
Teaching Assistant PRTM 2260-Foundations of Management and Administration in Parks and Recreation-2 sections
(2016)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2270-Provision of Leisure Services Experiences-2 sections (2016)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2290-Competency Integration in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management-2 sections
(2016)
Teaching Assistant for Creative Inquiry in Parks, Recreation , and Tourism Management-2 sections (2016)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2000/2200: Foundations of Recreation and Leisure, Clemson University (2016)
Teaching Assistant PRTM 2260-Foundations of Management and Administration in Parks and Recreation (2015)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2270-Provision of Leisure Services Experiences-2 sections (2015)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2290-Competency Integration in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (2015)
Instructor of Record for Creative Inquiry in Parks, Recreation , and Tourism Management (2015)
Instructor of Record for PRTM 2000/2200: Foundations of Recreation and Leisure, Clemson University (2015)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2410: Introduction to Community Recreation, Sport and Camp Management, Clemson
University (2015)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 3250: Global Perspectives in Recreation, Clemson University (2015)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 3540: Youth Development in Camp, Clemson University (2014)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 3530: Foundations of Camp Counseling, Clemson University (2014)






Teaching Assistant PRTM 2260-Foundations of Management and Administration in Parks and Recreation (2014)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2270-Provision of Leisure Services Experiences (2014)
Teaching Assistant for PRTM 2290-Competency Integration in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (2014)
Teaching Assistant for Creative Inquiry in Parks, Recreation , and Tourism Management (2014)

Awards/Grants











Fernandez, M., Harris, B.S., Rigolon, A., & Stewart, W. (2018) Do You See What I See? Using Photovoice to Explore
Latino Youth’s Experiences of Environmental Gentrification. Submitted to the William T. Grant Foundation. Amount
$253,298
Outstanding Graduate Award, Clemson University (2018)
Most Outstanding Graduate Teaching Award, Clemson University (2018)
PEG (Professional Enrichment Grant) Recipient, Clemson University (2015, 2016, 2017, 2018)
Human Education and Human Development Grant Recipient, Clemson University (2015, 2016 , 2017)
Finalist for the K. Patricia Cross Future Leaders Award (2016)
Guest Speaker/Expert/Leader for gentrification team at the 2016 ACC Leadership Symposium
2015 National Recreation and Parks Association Student Scholarship Award Recipient
Co-Investigator. (2015). “Setting the Route: A Comprehensive Assessment of the Current Status and Future Opportunities
Associated with Collegiate Climbing Walls and their Users.” The Association of Outdoor Recreation and Education.
Harris, B.S (Co-Investigator), Bryant, V. (2015) “Teens in the Park: Chicago Vibes” Dizzy Feet Foundation Grant. Grant
amount $20,000

Additional Experience/Outreach
















Researcher on Strategic Plan for Summerville, SC Parks and Recreation Department (2018)
Member of Staff Excellence Award Committee, Clemson University (2018)
Researcher on Strategic Plan for the City of Spartanburg, SC (2017)
Researcher on Strategic Plan for Mount Pleasant, SC Parks and Recreation Department (2017)
Member of Diversity Committee and Community for Clemson University (2016, 2017)
Monitor, Illinois Park and Recreation Conference (2016)
Guest Lecturer at the University of St. Francis (2016)
Researcher on Cherokee County and Lancaster County Recreation Needs Assessment (2015)
Monitor, Southern Sociological Society Annual Meeting (2015)
Researcher for Greenville County Economic Impact Study (2015)
Member, National Parks and Recreation Association (2014-present)
Member, Southern Sociological Society (2014-present)
Volunteer at Chicago Metro YMCA (2013-2014)
Salutatorian for MBA class at The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (2010)
Graduated Cum Laude from Flagler College (2006)

MARK F. JENKS
455 West Valoro Drive
Oro Valley, AZ. 85737

CURRICULUM VITAE

(520) 297-3326- Home
(520) 405-1638- Cell
(520) 626-8801- Office

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Graduated 8/87

State University of New York College at Brockport, Brockport, N.Y. 14420
Degree: Masters of Science in Education
Major: Physical Education
Concentration: Adapted Physical Education

Graduated 5/75

State University of New York College at Cortland, Cortland, N.Y. 13045
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Education
Major: Physical Education
Certification: Physical Education (K-12)

Graduated 6/71

Adirondack Central School, Boonville, N.Y. 13309
Regents Diploma

SYNTHESIS PROJECT

"An Outdoor Education Program for Sensory Impaired, Mentally Handicapped
Children"

TEACHING EXPERIENCES
Assistant Professor of Practice
August, 2008-present

Adapted Physical Educator
August, 1982-2008

Adjunct Professor
August, 2000-2008

Cerebral Palsy Sports
Coordinator
August, 1984-1986

University of Arizona
College of Education
Teach the following classes in the Teaching Learning and Sociocultural Studies Department: Educating Children
To be Physically Active, Healthy & Well; Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility thru Physical Activity;
Inclusive Physical Activity for Special Populations and Exploring the Human Body Using Physical Activity
Arizona Schools for the Deaf and the Blind
Develop and implement adapted physical education programs for sensory impaired, multihandicapped children ages 4-22
University of Arizona
Taught PE 371, Special Physical Education, to University of Arizona physical education majors.
Responsibilities include: Class preparation, class lecture, reading assignments, practicum assignments,
exam preparation and evaluation of students in class.
United Cerebral Palsy of Pima County
Coordinated and ran sports programs for individuals with cerebral palsy. Organized and ran swim meets,
bowling tournaments and track and field meets for cerebral palsy athletes.

Summer Camp Director
June 1987-July 1987

Tucson Parks and Recreation
Partnered in developing, organizing and running the first summer day camp for physically
handicapped children in the city of Tucson.

United States Special
Olympics Coach

Special Olympics International
Selected as the track and field coach of Arizona athletes representing the United States at the Belgian
National Games held in Brussels, Belgium

Adapted Sports Coach
1982-2008

Arizona Schools for the Deaf and the Blind
Coached athletes competing in both Special Olympics and Cerebral Palsy Sports at the Arizona Schools
for the Deaf and the Blind. Coached the following sports: swimming, bowling, track and field, weight
lifting and gymnastics.

Public School Physical Educator
Sept. 1976-June 1981

Adirondack Central School
Instructor of physical education in grades K-12. Also coached football, basketball and baseball
at both the Jr. High and High School levels.

Swimming Instructor
May1994-present

El Conquistador Country Club
Organize and teach swimming skills to children ages 2-14 in the summer at the
El Conquistador Country Club.

Internship
January, 1982

Internship
October 1981

.

Public School Physical
Educator
Sept. 1976-June 1981

Birth Defects Center, Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York
Consultant for ara schools in which orthopedically impaired children from the
Birth Defects Center at Strong Memorial Hospital were mainstreamed. Responsibilities
included: Assessment, IEP development, program organization, development of prescriptive programs and long range curriculum goals for program development.
New York State School for the Blind, Batavia, New York
Organized and taught physical education to elementary and secondary level blind, visually
impaired, multihandicapped and deaf-blind students for eight weeks.
Adirondack Central School, Boonville, New York 13309
Instructor of physical education and swimming in grades K-9.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Academic Outreach

Academic Collaboration

Wildcat School- Spring, 2013
Worked with the principal and staff to provide opportunities for developing personal and social responsibility
through the involvement of students at the Wildcat School in team building and cooperative activities.
Approximately sixty students were part of the programs presented at the University of Arizona
All Sport Academy of Tucson- Fall, 2013
In partnership with the Athletic Director and Principal, had students from the Teaching Personal and Social
Responsibility Class go to the All Sport Academy and both observe and work with students on that campus
Higher Ground of Tucson- Fall 2014
In partnership with Rob Lester, program director at Higher Ground of Tucson, established opportunities for
students from the Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility Class to both observe and work with students in
the Higher Ground after school program
Youth Bridging of Tucson- Fall 2014
Formed a partnership with the Youth Bridging program to have students from the Teaching Personal and Social
Responsibility Class, have the opportunity to both observe and work with “At risk” youth in the Youth Bridging
Program.
Arizona Schools for the Deaf and the Blind 2008-present
In conjunction with Adapted Physical Education staff at the Arizona Schools for the Deaf and the Blind provided
opportunities for students in the Inclusive Physical Activity for Special Populations and the Adapted Physical
Education class to observe and receive “hands on experience” in both a physical education setting, as well as an
Adapted Sports setting (i.e. Special Olympic competition)
Cross Listing of Adapted Physical Education Class, 2011
Collaborated with Jane Erin in working to cross list the Adapted Physical Education class (PE 371A) with the
Disability and Psychological Services department to provide greater access to students in the Special Education
Program in the College of Education

Presenter
June 2012

Southwest District AAHPERD Conference, Oahu, Hawaii
Co-presented with Dr. Ingrid Johnson at the Southwest District AAHPERD convention. Making Learning
Meaningful for Pre-Service Teachers

Presenter
January 2009

Southwest District AAHPERD Conference
Co-presented with Dr. Ingrid Johnson at the Southwest District AAHPERD convention on the use of Essential
Elements of Instruction techniques in physical education settings

Chairperson
June 1987-1990

Supervisor
December 1981-May 1982

ACHIEVEMENTS
Published
1988

Adapted Physical Education Chairperson for the Arizona Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation &Dance
Coordinated and organized the adapted physical education component of AZAHPERD
Presented at state conferences
Assisted in the organization of conference speakers
Undergraduate Thursday Evening Practicum in Adapted Physical Education at the State University
College of New York at Brockport. Supervised undergraduates while they worked with moderately to severely
retarded, sensory and orthopedically handicapped adults in a one hour per week Motor Development and
Rehabilitation Clinic.
Wrote the manual, An Outdoor Education Program for Sensory Impaired Children by
Communication Skill Builders of Tucson, Arizona

Teacher of the Year Award

Selected as the 1989 Arizona Secondary Teacher of the Year

Graduate Assistantship
Recipient
5/81

Graduate Assistantship (in Adapted Physical Education) Professional Preparation, Division of
Personnel Preparation: Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, United States Office of
Education.

Dr. Jill M. Williams

Southwest Institute for Research on Women
University of Arizona
925 N. Tyndall Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719
Phone: 314-479-4334
Email: JillMWilliams@email.arizona.edu

APPOINTMENTS
Assistant Research Social Scientist/
Director, Women in Science and Engineering Program
Southwest Institute for Research on Women
University of Arizona, USA

2014-present

Affiliate Faculty
School of Geography & Development
Department of Gender and Women’s Studies
University of Arizona, USA

2015-present

Adjunct Assistant Professor
Department of Geography
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, USA

2014-present

Visiting Assistant Professor
Department of Geography
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, USA

2013-2014

EDUCATION
2013

Ph.D., Geography, Clark University, Worcester, MA
Dissertation: When Arrest Becomes Rescue: Border Enforcement and the Politics
of Humanitarianism at the US-Mexico Border
Committee: Deborah Martin (Chair), Jody Emel, Dianne Rocheleau, Ken
MacLean

2008

MA, Women’s Studies, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
Master’s Project: (In)Visibilities at the US-Mexico Border: A Feminist Analysis of
Post-9/11 Border Protection Discourse
Committee: Dr. Amy Lind (Chair), Dr. Anne Sisson Runyan, Dr. Martha Rees

2003

Bates College, Lewiston, ME
BA, Departments of Women’s Studies and Political Science

PUBLICATIONS
Journal Articles
1

Forthcoming, July 2015. Jill M. Williams. “From Humanitarian Exceptionalism to
Contingent Care: Care and Enforcement at the Humanitarian Border.” Political
Geography. Currently available online.
Forthcoming. Jill M. Williams. “The safety/security nexus and the humanitarianization of
border enforcement.” The Geographical Journal. Published online 24 November 2014.
2013

Jill Williams and Vanessa Massaro. “Feminist Geopolitics: Unpacking (In)Security,
Animating Social Change.” Geopolitics. 18(4): 751-758.

2013

Jill Williams and Geoffrey Alan Boyce. “Fear, Loathing and the Everyday
Geopolitics of Encounter in the Arizona Borderlands.” Geopolitics. 18(4): 895-916.

2013

Vanessa Massaro and Jill Williams. “Feminist Geopolitics: Redefining the
Geopolitical, Complicating (In)Security.” Geography Compass, 7(8): 567-577.

2011

Jill M. Williams. “Protection as Subjection: Discourses of Vulnerability and
Protection in Post-9/11 Border Enforcement Efforts.” CITY: Analysis of Urban
Trends, Culture, Theory, Policy, 15(3-4): 414-428.
Book Chapters

2013

Amy Lind and Jill Williams. “Engendering Violence in De/Hyper-nationalized
Spaces: Border Militarization, State Territorialization, and Embodied Politics at the
US-Mexico Border.” In Feminist (Im)Mobilities in Fortress(ing) North America: Rights,
Citizenships, Identities in Transnational Perspective. Anne Sisson Runyan, Marianne
Marchand, Patricia McDermott, and Amy Lind, editors. New York: Ashgate. 156170.
Book Reviews

2013

Jill Williams. “Review of Beyond Walls and Cages and Carceral Spaces.” August.
Antipodefoundation.org. http://antipodefoundation.org/book-reviews/

2012

Jill Williams. “Review of Spaces of Security and Insecurity: Geographies of the War on
Terror, Alan Ingram and Klaus Dodds (eds).” Human Geography, 5(1).
Other Publications

2014

Jill M. Williams. 13 January. “Intervention—The Spatial Paradoxes of ‘Radical’
Activism.” http://antipodefoundation.org/2014/01/13/the-spatial-paradoxes-ofradical-activism/

2012

Geoffrey Boyce and Jill Williams. “Intervention—Homeland Security and the
Precarity of Life in the Borderlands.” Antipodefoundation.org
http://antipodefoundation.org/2012/12/10/intervention-homeland-security-andthe-precarity-of-life-in-the-borderlands/

2008

Amy Lind and Jill Williams. “Afianzando los derechos de las mujeres:
2

militarizacion fronteriza, seguridad nacional y violencia contra las mujeres en la
frontera Mexico-Estados Unidos”. In Mujeres y Escenarios Ciudadanos. Mercedes
Prieto, editor. Quito: FLACSO-Ecuador.
2007 Jill Williams and Damaris Del Valle. “Nationalism.” In Battleground: Women,
Gender, and Sexuality. Amy Lind and Stephanie Brzuzy, editors. Portsmouth, NH:
Greenwood Publishing Group.
Manuscripts in Preparation
Jill M. Williams. “The Embodied Geopolitics of Tragedy at the US-Mexico Border.”
For submission to Environment and Planning D: Society and Space.
Jill M. Williams and Vanessa Masasaro. “(Dis)Locating the Intimacies of Detention:
A Feminist Analytic of Family Separation.” Invited contribution for Intimate
Economies: Critical Perspectives on Migrant Detention, Deirdre Conlon and Nancy
Hiemstra, editors.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, Department of Geography
Geography 151: Geography and Contemporary Society (In-person and Online)
Geography 335: Politics, Nations, States
Geography 436: Geography of Peace and War (In-person and Online)
Geography 710: Special Topics: Feminist Geography: Race, Class, Nation
Clark University, Department of Geography
Introduction to Economic Geography (Teaching Assistant)
Gender and Environment (Teaching Assistant/Co-Instructor)
Introduction to Human Geography (Teaching Assistant)
University of Cincinnati, Department of Women’s Studies
Introduction to Women’s Studies (Instructor)
GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS
2012
2011
2011
2007
2007

Travel Grant, Political Geography Specialty Group of the Association of
American Geographers, $200
Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement grant, “A Geographic Analysis of
US Border Patrol Humanitarian Initiatives”, National Science Foundation, 20112013, $11,965
Pruser Dissertation Enhancement Award, Clark University, $750
Friends of Women’s Studies Travel Grant, University of Cincinnati, $400
University of Cincinnati International Studies Globalization Grant, $200
3

2007

The Robin Sheets Public Interest Internship Grant, University of Cincinnati, $600

ACADEMIC AWARDS AND HONORS
2013
2011
2008-13
2006-8

Political Geography Specialty Group of the AAG doctoral student paper
award, first place
Susan Hanson Dissertation Proposal Award, Geographical Perspectives
on Women specialty group of the AAG
Clark University Graduate Fellowship, tuition remission and assistanship
Graduate Student Fellowship, University of Cincinnati, tuition
remission and assistantship

INVITED SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
2014

Discussant. “A Conversation with Susan Stryker”, Association of Pacific Coast
Geographers Women’s Network Plenary. APCG Annual Conference, University
of Arizona, 27 September.

2014

“Embodied Geopolitics, Border Enforcement, and the Paradoxes of the
Humanitarian State.” University of Oregon, Department of Geography. 9
January.

2013

“When Arrest Becomes Rescue: Border Enforcement and the Politics of
Humanitarianism.” University of Hawai’i, Department of Geography. 31
October.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
2013-

Manuscript peer-reviewer for Social and Cultural Geography, Geographica
Helvetica, ACME, Gender, Place & Culture, Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, Palgrave Macmillan Publishers

2013

Co-Guest Editor for a Special Issue of Geopolitics on Feminist Geopolitics
in collaboration with Vanessa Massaro and Simon Dalby

2011-13

Student Representative, Geographical Perspectives on Women Specialty
Group of the Association of American Geographers

2009-2011

Representative and Coordinator, Clark University Graduate Student
Speakers Series

CONFERENCE ACTIVITY
Conference Organizing
2013-14

Conference co-organizer, Geographies of Identity and Difference: Feminist and
Queer Perspectives, a sub-conference at the Association of American
Geographers 2014 Annual Meeting
4

2013-

Conference Session Coordinator, Geographical Perspectives on Women
Specialty Group of the Association of American Geographers
Sessions Organized

2014

“New Turns in Feminist Political Geography: Challenging the Subjects and
Objects of Politics.” Association of American Geographers Annual Conference,
Tampa, April 9-12.

2013

“(Re)Imagining Borders in an Era of Detention and Deportation.” Association of
American Geographers Annual Conference, Los Angeles, April 9-13.

2013

“Imagining Intersectional Feminist Geographies: Beyond Privileging Gender.”
Association of American Geographers Annual Conference, Los Angeles, April 913.

2012

“Rethinking the Terrain of Geopolitics.” Association of American Geographers
Annual Conference, New York City, February 24-28.

2012

“Feminist Research Methods and the ‘Everyday’.” Association of American
Geographers Annual Conference, New York City, February 24-28.

2011

“Feminist Challenges to Geopolitics in an Age of Crisis.” 18 Annual Critical
Geography Conference, Clark University, Worcester, MA, Nov. 4-6.

2011

“(Un)Bordering the Nation-State.” 18 Annual Critical Geography Conference,
Clark University, Worcester, MA, Nov. 4-6.

2011

“Feminism(s) and Marxism(s).” 18 Annual Critical Geography Conference, Clark
University, Worcester, MA, Nov. 4-6.

2011

“Feminist Geography Re-Examined: Topical Considerations, Epistemological
Frameworks, Methodological Approaches.” Association of American Geographers
Annual Conference, Seattle Washington, April 12-16.

2010

“Feminist Geography and the Politics of State and Nation”, Paper Session, National
Women’s Studies Association Annual Conference, Denver, CO, November 11-14.

th

th

th

Papers Presented
2014

“Humanitarian Reason and the Shifting Technologies of Border Enforcement.”
Association of American Geographers Annual Conference, Tampa, April 9-12.

2013

“Border Enforcement, Migrant Deaths, and the Humanitarian State.” Association
of American Geographers Annual Conference, Los Angeles, April 9-13.

2012

“Engendering Violence in De/Hyper-nationalized Spaces: Border Militarization,
State Territorialization, and Embodied Politics at the US-Mexico Border.”National
Women’s Studies Association Annual Conference, Oakland, November 9-11.
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2012

“Emotional Geopolitics and the Politics of Fear in the US-Mexico
Borderlands.” Association of American Geographers Annual Conference, New
York City, NY, February 23-28.

2011

“Emotional Geopolitics and the Politics of Fear in the US-Mexico
Borderlands.” Critical Geography Conference, Clark University, Worcester, MA,
November 4-6.

2011

“Protection as Subjection: National Security, Female Vulnerability, and
Border Enforcement Post-9/11.” Association of American Geographers Annual
Conference, Seattle Washington, April 12-16.

2010

“State Territorialization and the Politics of ‘Rescue’ and ‘Salvation’ at
the US-Mexico Border.” National Women’s Studies Association Annual
Conference, Denver, CO, November 11-14.

2010

“Environmental Protection, Border Militarization, and Exclusionary
Nationalism in Southern Arizona.” Association of American Geographers Annual
Conference, Washington, D.C., April 14-18.

2009 “Controlling Nature, Controlling the ‘Other’ at the US-Mexico Border.”
National Women’s Studies Association Annual Conference, Atlanta, GA,
November 12-15.
2009

“(In)Visibilities at the US-Mexico Border: A Feminist Analysis of US Border
Protection Discourse.” Women’s Studies Graduate Organization Conference,
Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA, February 21.
Panel and Roundtable Participation

2008

Panel Participant, “(Don’t) ‘Give Me Your Poor, Your Tired, Your Huddled
Masses’: Reflections on Citizenship, Nationalism, and Belonging.” National
Women’s Studies Association Annual Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 19-22.

2008 Roundtable Participant, “Resisting Hegemonies Within/Upon the Classroom:
Looking at Feminist Pedagogy.” National Women’s Studies Association Annual
Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 19-22.
OTHER EDUCATION
2007

Universidad de las Américas, Puebla, México, Summer Institute on Citizenship,
Identity, and Human Rights in the North American Context

2002

School for International Training, Durban, South Africa

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
6

2009-Present
2009-Present
2009-Present
2009-Present
2006-Present
2010-11

Association of American Geographers
Geographical Perspectives on Women Specialty Group of the AAG
Ethics, Justice, and Human Rights Specialty Group of AAG
Political Geography Specialty Group of AAG
National Women’s Studies Association
Latin American Studies Association

REFERENCES
Dr. Deborah G. Martin (PhD Dissertation advisor)
Associate Professor
Graduate School of Geography, Clark University
950 Main Street.
Worcester, MA, 01610, USA
demartin@clarku.edu
(508) 793-7104
Dr. Amy Lind (MA advisor)
Mary Ellen Heintz Endowed Chair and Associate Professor, Graduate Director
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Department, University of Cincinnati
3310 French Hall, Cincinnati, OH, 45221, USA
amy.lind@uc.edu
513-556-6364
Dr. Reece Jones
Associate Professor
Department of Geography
University of Hawai’i-Manoa
445 Saunders Hall
2424 Maile Way
Honolulu, HI 96822
reecej@hawaii.edu
(808) 956-7683
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Non-Consent Agenda Item:
Approval to permit certain House-Numbered Small Group Courses to have Unique Numbers
Effective Term: Summer/Fall 2019 for all undergraduate and graduate courses
Proposed change to House-Numbered Courses:
To allow the following house-numbered small-group courses—Colloquium, Proseminar/Seminar, and
Workshop—to have unique course numbers if they have fixed/permanent topics and learning
outcomes. For example, a sequence of required courses for the major, one of which is a seminar with
fixed topics and outcomes, could each have a unique number, instead of the seminar with a house
number ending in _96.
Small Group Courses, https://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/university-wide-house-numberedcourses#small (changes in red font)
These undergraduate and graduate courses are distinguished by the small group
format. Courses are typically identified by numbers ending in 95, 96, and 97. The study area
of these house-numbered courses is indicated through a subscript and subtitle.
Course
number

Course type
(see course descriptions for course titles):

Grades available

295
395
495
595
695
795

Colloquium
(Credit varies) The exchange of scholarly
information and/or secondary research, usually in
a small group setting. Instruction often includes
lectures by several different persons. Research
projects may or may not be required of course
registrants.

A, B, C, D, E regular
grades
or
S, P, F alternative grades

Colloquium courses with variable outcomes and
topics must use *95 house numbers.
Colloquium courses with permanent/fixed
outcomes and topics are not restricted to house
numbers.

196
296
396
496
596
696
796

Proseminar and Seminar
(Credit varies) The development and exchange
of scholarly information, usually in a small group
setting. The scope of work shall consist of
research by course registrants, with the
exchange of the results of such research through
discussion, reports, and/or papers.

Regular or special grades
may be used as departmental
policy dictates; in any single
class offering, all registrants
must be graded by the same
system. S, P, and F grades
are NOT included in the
GPA.
Undergraduate-level
available for pass/fail
option.
A, B, C, D, E regular
grades
or
S, P, F alternative grades
Regular or special grades
may be used as departmental
policy dictates; in any single

2
Proseminar and Seminar courses with variable
outcomes and topics must use *96 house
numbers.
Proseminar and Seminar courses with
permanent/fixed outcomes and topics are not
restricted to house numbers.

197
297
397
497
597
697
797

Workshop
(Credit varies) The practical application of
theoretical learning within a small group setting
and involving an exchange of ideas and practical
methods, skills, and principles.

class offering, all registrants
must be graded by the same
system. S, P, and F grades
are NOT included in the
GPA.
Undergraduate-level
available for pass/fail
option.
A, B, C, D, E regular
grades
Undergraduate-level
available for pass/fail
option.

Workshop courses with variable outcomes and
topics must use *97 house numbers.
Workshop courses with permanent/fixed
outcomes and topics are not restricted to house
numbers.

Rationale for this proposal:

•

•
•

The current policy requires all courses with Colloquium, Proseminar/Seminar, or
Workshop as the primary type to use a house number ending in _95, _96, and _97
respectively. The faculty initially assumed that these types of courses would always
have variable topics and learning outcomes.
However, a number of courses with fixed topics/outcomes in the Catalog currently
identified as lectures are actually conducted as seminars or workshops. This policy
change would permit those small-group courses to be accurately defined.
Colloquiums, Proseminars/Seminars, and Workshops with variable topics/outcomes
must continue using the appropriate house-number.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council:
Graduate Council:
Academic Deans:
Administrative Review:
FS:

10/17/18
10/19/18
10/23/18
TBA (11/5/18)

Non-Consent Agenda Item:
Approval to amend the Acceptability of Undergraduate Transfer Credit Policies with: (1) new Policy
for Non-Regionally Accredited Course Work; and (2) new Policy for Credit for Prior Learning
Effective Term: Spring 2019
Proposed amendments to Acceptability of Undergraduate Transfer Credit
http://catalog.arizona.edu/policy/acceptability-undergraduate-transfer-credit. Note: This is the
proposed full revision for this policy. The red text is based on the two proposed policy additions.
Other additions to the policy are previously approved policies that will be centralized in one location.
The determination of acceptability of credit for course work completed at another institution of
higher learning is made solely at the discretion of the University of Arizona. Course work
completed at another institution or exam scores from an approved organization will be placed
on student records based on an official transcript from the offering institution or organization.
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

General policies:
Course work of comparable content and scope to University of Arizona curriculum will
generally be transferable if it was completed at colleges or universities accredited by regional
accreditation associations at the time the course work was completed.
If course work was completed at a non-regionally accredited school, the student may request
that specific course work be considered for transfer, up to 2 courses, not to exceed a
maximum of 10 credits (see policy specifics, p. 2).
Credit for Prior Learning (Prior Learning Assessment) will be reviewed on a case by case
basis. No more than six (6) credits will apply to the student’s degree (see policy specifics, p.
3).
International transfer credit will generally be considered transferable if the international
institution is recognized by their Ministry of Education as a degree granting institution or by
an American accreditation body.
Credit is not given for grades lower than a "C".
Grades from other institutions are not included in the calculation of the University of Arizona
grade-point average.
The University of Arizona utilizes the credit recommendations from the American Council on
Education (ACE). Remedial, vocational, and personal development courses are not accepted
for credit.
Physical education (PE) activity courses and Success Courses are accepted for credit;
however, no more than three (3) PE activity credits and three (3) Success Course credits will
apply as general electives toward the student's degree.
Proficiency or competency credit-by-exam earned at another college or university is nontransferable.
The Office of Transfer Credit & Articulation will work with appropriate University faculty on the
evaluation of transfer credit and determination of transferable learning.
All transfer courses from Arizona public community colleges will be reviewed individually by
the Director of Transfer Curriculum & Articulation and by the appropriate University faculty to
determine which courses are acceptable for University credit.
Transferability of courses of independent study, internship, or practicum will be determined
by the appropriate faculty at The University of Arizona and may be restricted both in number
of units and in degree applicability.
Students who lack not more than a one-semester course toward the fulfillment of curriculum
and minimum-graduation-average requirements, may apply as the final course to complete
the degree, a single one-semester course in residence at another accredited institution. The
graduation GPA shown on the transcript will include the grade from the approved course
taken in absentia. An anecdotal note will be added to the transcript explaining the difference
between the graduation GPA and the cumulative GPA, which will not reflect the course taken
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in absentia. Permission must be obtained from the academic dean, prior to enrolling for the
course, to apply the grade received in such a course toward the graduation average. This
provision may be applied also to the required separate average of 2.000 in the major field if
prior permission is obtained from the major advisor and the academic dean.
Applicability of transfer credit (link is external) to a student's academic curriculum is
determined by the academic advisor in the student's major department (link is external).
Proposed New Policy: Non-Regionally Accredited Course Work
Course work of comparable content and scope to University of Arizona curriculum will
generally be transferable if it was completed at colleges or universities accredited by regional
accreditation associations at the time the work was completed. However, if course work was
completed at a school not regionally accredited, the student may specifically request that
their course work be considered for transfer. The University of Arizona will review course
work from non-regionally accredited institutions if the institution is Nationally Accredited as
recognized by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA). Non-regionally
accredited course work will be reviewed for transfer credit based on an official transcript from
the offering institution, as well as submission of a syllabus for each individual course for
department or college evaluation.
Students must meet the following standards if they are interested in receiving credit for
coursework completed at a non-regionally accredited institution:
•
•
•

Student must be admitted to the university,
Student must be enrolled in a degree-seeking program, and
The credit must be usable in the degree plan.

In addition, the following rules apply to non-regionally accredited course work:
• Must be college level learning
• Cannot be calculated in the GPA
• Cannot be calculated as part of enrollment
• Cannot duplicate any previously awarded credit
• Must meet or exceed “C” level work
• Cannot be used to satisfy residency requirements
• Students may submit up to 2 courses, not to exceed a maximum of 10 credits, for review by
the appropriate department faculty.
Transferability of course work will be determined by faculty in the appropriate department or
college, and the credit awarded may be restricted both in number of units and in degree
applicability. Non-regionally accredited course work completed over eight (8) years ago may
not apply to a student's current degree program unless otherwise approved by the major
department (as per the Time Limits policy).
Students should consult with their major Academic Advisor for degree applicability. Students
must submit syllabi for each course to the Office of Transfer Credit & Articulation for
evaluation of credit by the appropriate department or college. Official transcripts must be
provided to the Office of the Registrar.
Proposed New Policy: Credit for Prior Learning (Prior Learning Assessment)
Prior Learning is a term educators use to describe learning and experience that an individual
acquires outside of a traditional academic environment. This nontraditional learning is
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typically not indicated on a transcript and can be acquired through: work experience,
workshop or conference participation, in-service training, or involvement in professional
organizations. Credit may be awarded for verifiable learning gained through experience—not
for the experience itself. Students may also opt to pursue credit by examination options. This
policy pertains to Prior Learning that is not credit by examination.
Related to the above, the University of Arizona recognizes Prior Learning with regards to the
following methods:
• Workforce training
• Portfolios
• Certification
Students must meet the following standards if they are interested in receiving prior learning
credit:
• Student must be admitted to the University,
• Student must be enrolled in a degree-seeking program, and
• The credit must be usable in the degree plan.
In addition, the following rules apply to prior learning credit:
• Must be college level learning
• Cannot be calculated in the GPA
• Cannot be calculated as part of enrollment
• Cannot duplicate any previously awarded credit
• Must meet or exceed “C” level work
• Cannot be used to satisfy pre-requisites
• Cannot be used to satisfy residency requirements
• Cannot be used to satisfy General Education requirements
• Will only count as lower division general elective credit
• Students may receive up to 6 credits maximum, as determined by the appropriate
department faculty.
The University of Arizona utilizes the credit recommendations from the American Council on
Education (ACE). If awarded, credit for prior learning will be distinguishable on a University of
Arizona transcript. It will be granted lower division transfer credit, with a grade of pass/fail as
explained on The University of Arizona’s grade policy. In general, credit for prior learning
completed over eight (8) years ago may not apply to a student's current degree program
unless otherwise approved by the major department (as reflected in the Time Limits policy).
Students interested in receiving credit for prior learning must first consult with their major
Academic Advisor for degree applicability. Students must submit prior learning materials
(proof of verifiable learning) to the Office of Transfer Credit & Articulation for evaluation of
credit by the appropriate department or college. Prior learning materials should detail content
learned (i.e. hours, subjects, texts, relevant documents, completed work, etc.).
Rationale for these new policies:
• Maricopa Community College has proposed a change to Arizona General Education Curriculum
(AGEC) statewide policy in an effort to include non-regionally accredited course work and prior
learning credit within the AGEC, at the discretion of the community college.
• These policy changes would ward off undue pressure from state community colleges.
• Like NAU and ASU, we do not currently have policies to accept non-regionally accredited course
work nor credit for prior learning. The impetus is that these policies are now relevant in transfer.
ASU and NAU will likely adopt policies similar to ours for these types of credit.
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•
•
•
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We must update the catalog policy to include transfer credit processes in the new office of
Transfer Credit/Articulation, as well as processes that have been in existence, but aren’t in the
catalog policy yet.
Creating policies concerning credit for prior learning and non-regionally accredited course work
are needed to remain at the forefront of national transfer credit trends and transfer student
demands (including online students and returning students).
Regarding credit for prior learning (PLA), HLC states that institutions must establish a policy and
involve faculty to evaluate any PLA credit. The policy must establish how the credit is being
assigned, by whom, whether the credit awarded applies to degree requirements as electives or
general education, and what kind of threshold for academic rigor is associated with that
assignment of credit. Any PLA credit assigned on a transcript does not carry a grade or count in
a student’s GPA.
Here are the commission’s rules on PLA (core components CC and assumed practices AP):
o CC 4.A.2. – Have a formal process to evaluate all the credit you allow on an academic
transcript;
o AP A.5.d. – Establish formal policies on acceptance of the PLA credit, with no promises until
that credit is evaluated and approved;
o AP B.1.b. – There must be a minimum of 30 of the 120 (baccalaureate) units earned at the
institution itself;
o AP B.1.g. – Establish the ‘maximum allowable credit’ under PLA; this must be documented,
evaluated and appropriate for level of degree awarded; and typically, may not be any more
than 25% of the degree, as established by common practice;
o AP B.1.h – Establish a minimum requirement for PLA in general education, and if PLA is
accepted, how much and according to what threshold of rigor and academic success.
At nine of fourteen of our ABOR Peer Institutions, non-regionally accredited courses are
evaluated on a case by case basis. The remaining five accept credit from nationally accredited
institutions.
Credit for prior learning is also reviewed on a case by case basis at many of our ABOR Peer
Institutions. Even the cases where it is “not awarded”, students can appeal to potentially receive
credit.
It is more efficient and strategic to handle non-regionally accredited course work and credit for
prior learning as formal policies, instead of burdening transfer appeal and general petition
processes.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council:
Graduate Council:
Academic Deans:
Administrative Review:
FS:

10/09/18
NA
10/23/18
TBA (11/5/18)

Non-Consent Agenda Item:
Approval to accept the German Abitur Examinations as a Credit-by-Exam Option
Effective Term: Summer/Fall 2019 for incoming freshmen, following evaluation of the subject exams,
determination of minimum scores for credit, and assignment of UA course equivalencies
Proposed Catalog Policy for the German Abitur Examinations:
The University of Arizona accepts German Abitur examinations (as well as International
Baccalaureate, Cambridge International, and Advanced Placement exam scores) as a basis for
awarding credit toward a degree. Credit is determined from the Abitur credit table that applies to
the date when the student takes the exam. Credits earned based on the student’s exam
performance may be counted toward the major or minor fields of study or General Education
requirements. See the Abitur credit table below, and contact your college or program academic
advisor to determine how the course credit will apply toward your specific academic program.
Rationale for this proposal:

•

•
•

•

The German Gymnasium goes through grade thirteen. In their thirteenth year, all
Gymnasium students are required to take a rigorous series of examinations that are
regulated by the German federal government. Students are examined in at least one of
each of these three areas: (1) Math, Informatics, Natural, and Technical Sciences
(MINT); (2) German and 2 Foreign Languages; (3) Social Science, and an Elective
Field. Compulsory areas of examination are Math, German, and Foreign Languages.
Instruction in Gymnasium courses includes in-depth general education and prepares
students for academic study at the university level along multidisciplinary and
interdisciplinary lines.
A number of U.S. universities accept the Abitur examinations and advanced courses
taken in the higher grades of Gymnasium studies (for example, University of Michigan,
University of Vermont, Pennsylvania State University, University of Virginia, New York
University, Gonzaga University). The policy of the University of Michigan (a UA peer
institution) reads: Germany: Abitur (Zeugnis der allgemeinen Hochschulreife). Advanced
standing of seven to eight credits may be given for certain exams taken in appropriate
Abitur (Leistungskurse - Prüfungsfächer) subjects with acceptable exam scores of
seven or above (https://admissions.umich.edu/apply/internationalstudents/requirements-deadlines/requirements-country). For an example of course
equivalencies for the Abitur, see Boston University,
http://www.bu.edu/admissions/files/2012/01/German_Abitur.pdf.
International students from Germany admitted to the UA’s BA in World Literature,
among other programs, will benefit from this policy.

Approvals:
Undergraduate Council:
Graduate Council:
Academic Deans:
Administrative Review:
FS:

10/17/18
NA
10/25/18
TBA (11/5/18)

OUR PROFESSIONAL COMMITMENTS
As members of the University of Arizona community, we are committed to sustaining an academic
community that advances learning and innovation. We recognize our responsibilities and
obligations as representatives of the University, and we hold ourselves and each other accountable
for the following:

We are inclusive and respectful
We are committed to freedom of expression, academic freedom, and collaborative inquiry. We
support creativity and innovation by valuing all voices and engaging in respectful discourse.
While we may not always agree with the ideas and opinions of others, we honor their right to
express them.

We demonstrate integrity and follow established standards
We follow established standards and strive to maintain the highest level of quality as recognized
in our various fields. We honor our commitments and demonstrate fairness and honesty in all of
our professional duties. We follow laws and University and Arizona Board of Regents policies,
and avoid real and perceived conflicts of interest. We ask questions when we are unsure about the
appropriate course of action

We protect University assets
We are good stewards of the University resources entrusted to us and do not use these resources
for personal gain or benefit. As University ambassadors and advocates, we recognize our
obligation to represent the University well inside and outside the University.

We provide a safe environment for those who work, learn, and visit with us
We support emotional wellbeing and physical safety. We do not tolerate discrimination,
harassment, or behavior that intimidates, threatens, demeans, or injures another person. We work
to resolve differences constructively. We look out for each other and promptly report issues related
to safety, unethical behavior, and violations of law or University policy. If asked to provide
information related to an issue of concern, we cooperate fully. We do not retaliate against those
who report concerns.
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DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE
WORKPLACE
PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
The University of Arizona is committed to providing a safe and inclusive environment for its
students, employees, vendors, and visitors. This policy details the University's expectations for
workplace conduct and describes how policy violations will be managed.

SCOPE
This policy applies to regular employees; graduate and undergraduate students employed by the
university; affiliates, associates, volunteers, vendors, and visitors in the University’s workplace.

POLICY
Prohibited Conduct
The University prohibits Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace Individuals who violate this
policy will be subject to disciplinary action that could include reprimand, demotion, denial of
promotion, termination from employment, and suspension or expulsion from an educational
program. Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace may also result in the issuance of a University
exclusionary order and/or criminal prosecution. This policy also prohibits retaliation against
anyone who makes a good faith report of a violation of this policy.
Reporting Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace
In the event of an emergency, including an imminent threat to someone’s safety or to property in
the workplace, immediately contact local law enforcement.
Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace should be reported to an academic department head,
immediate manager, or supervisor (if applicable). Supervisors are encouraged to consult with the
Division of Human Resources for guidance to address reports of Disruptive Behavior in
Workplace. The University will, to the extent possible, handle these reports confidentially,
except to the extent necessary to communicate to individuals who need to know pertinent
information so that they may take appropriate action. The University also may be required to
report such incidents to comply with state and federal laws and regulations.

DEFINITIONS
"Damaging Property" means intentionally or recklessly damaging, defacing, or destroying
property owned, controlled, or leased by the University or its students, employees, vendors, or
visitors.

"Disruptive Behavior in the Workplace" is defined as conduct that significantly interferes
with or obstructs University activities in the Workplace. It may include:
• Damaging property;
• Intentionally or recklessly causing physical harm to a person;
• Threatening behavior;
• Stalking or intimidating a person; and
• Intentionally hindering another person from participating in University business.
Disruptive Behavior may take many forms and may include brandishing a weapon or firearm;
blocking or cornering an individual; throwing objects; pounding on doors, walls, or other
property; repeatedly shouting at others, or sending messages that suggest the receiver or someone
close to the receiver could be subject to harm.
"Damaging Property" means intentionally damaging or defacing or destroying property
owned, controlled, or leased by the University or its students, employees, vendors, or visitors.
"Employee" means an individual who is employed by the Arizona Board of Regents/University
under the classifications of "faculty"; "classified staff"; "academic, administrative, or service
professional”; affiliate, associate, volunteer, graduate assistant or associate; or student worker.
“Imminent Danger” means any condition or practice that would cause a reasonable person to
fear death, serious physical harm to one’s self or another person, or substantial damage to
property.
"Intimidating" means using words or actions that would cause a reasonable person to fear
personal harm or property damage.
"Stalking" means an intentional or knowing course of conduct directed toward another person if
that conduct either would cause a reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress or to
fear personal harm to themselves or someone close to them.
"Threatening" means expressing, through word or conduct, an intent to cause physical harm or
property damage.
"Workplace" means locations where University employees perform University work. It
includes (1) all University-owned, -controlled, or -leased premises, including satellite locations;
(2) any location in which employees are representing the University, including attendance at offcampus meetings or conferences; (3) while riding in University-owned or -leased vehicles or
while driving in one’s own vehicle for work purposes; and (4) any other location at which
University business is being conducted at the time the Disruptive Behavior occurs.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS*
Q: Does this apply to students who engage in disruptive behavior in a non-work setting?
A: No; there are other University policies that address prohibited behavior in non-work settings.
Q: Are sexual harassment and sexual assault covered by this policy?
A: No; the University’s Nondiscrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy addresses
discrimination, including harassment and retaliation based on a protected classification,
including race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, veteran status, sexual
orientation, gender identity, or genetic information.

RELATED INFORMATION*
Definitions in this policy may differ from definitions under Arizona law.
Additional policies related to conduct may be found at:
Arizona Board of Regents Policy 5-308. Student Code of Conduct (link is external),
available at https://public.azregents.edu/Policy%20Manual/5-308Student%20Code%20of%20Conduct.pdf
Disruptive Behavior in an Instructional Setting, available at
http://policy.arizona.edu/education-and-student-affairs/disruptive-behavior-instructional-setting
Threatening Behavior by Students, available at http://policy.arizona.edu/education-andstudent-affairs/threatening-behavior-students
Classified Staff Rules of Conduct 401.0, available at
http://policy.arizona.edu/employmenthuman-resources/classified-staff-rules-conduct
University Handbook for Appointed Personnel 7.01.01, available at
http://policy.arizona.edu/employmenthuman-resources/statement-professional-conduct
The University’s Nondiscrimination and Anti-harassment Policy, available at
http://policy.arizona.edu/human-resources/nondiscrimination-and-anti-harassment-policy
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